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Summary 
 
Demands on reducing the fuel consumption and harmful emissions from the 
compression ignition engines (diesel engines) have been continuously increasing in 
recent years. To comply with this, better modeling tools for the diesel combustion 
process are desired from the engine developers. A very important aspect is 
determining the temperature distributions in and around the combustion chamber 
since they are important for determining the boundary conditions of the detailed 
computer models of the chemical and physical processes in the engine cylinder. 
Furthermore, the temperature information is very useful for validation of engine 
simulations.  
In this work, a special designed thermocouple is used to measure surface 
temperatures. The design and fabrication of the special thermocouple is described, 
along with response tests and uncertainty estimates.  A series of experiments at part 
load conditions (25%, 30% and 50% load) was performed on a MAN Diesel & Turbo 
SE test engine, which shows very promising results for further investigations of 
dynamic temperature and heat flux in large bore engines. Instantaneous heat flux is 
derived using both an analytical and a numerical model and compared. More 
specifically, the analytical method is based on a one-dimensional assumption and 
utilizes Fourier series. A 1-D numerical model based on finite differences in a Crank 
Nicholson time scheme is also used. The magnitude of the perturbations of the 
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temperature fields around the location of the thermocouples was investigated by 
computer simulations using a 3-D numerical finite volume model made in STAR-CD.  
General trends are observed from the temperature measurements in the limited 
part load range. These include among others: local increase in mean surface 
temperature and mean surface heat flux with increasing load, increase in peak 
surface heat flux with decreasing load and possible indication of an increase in wall 
deposit layer thickness with increasing load. 
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Resumé (Summary in Danish) 
 
Krav om at nedbringe brændstof forbrug og sundhedsskadelige emissioner fra 
forbrændingsmotorer har været støt stigende i de seneste år. For at imødegå disse 
krav, er det ønskværdigt for motorproducenterne at have forbedrede 
modeleringsværktøjer for dieselforbrændingsprocesserne.   Et meget vigtigt aspekt i 
denne sammenhæng er, at bestemme temperaturfordelinger i og omkring 
forbrændingskammeret, eftersom de er yderst vigtige for at kunne bestemme 
grænsebetingelser i de detaljerede computermodeller af de kemiske og fysiske 
processer i forbrændingskammeret. Ydermere er denne information om 
temperaturfordelingen meget brugbar til validering af motorsimuleringer. 
I dette studie blev anvendt en specielt designet temperaturføler til at måle 
dynamiske overfladetemperaturer. Design og fabrikation af det specielle 
termoelement er beskrevet, samt responstests og usikkerhedsestimater.  En række 
eksperimenter blev udført ved del-last (25%, 30% and 50% last) i en MAN Diesel & 
Turbo SE forsøgsmotor og viser lovende resultater for videre undersøgelser af 
temperaturforholdene og varmeflux i store to-takts dieselmotorer. Varmeflux blev 
beregnet ved brug af både en analytisk og en numerisk metode og resultaterne blev 
efterfølgende sammenlignet. Mere specifikt kan nævnes, at den analytiske metode 
er baseret på en 1-D antagelse og benytter Fourierrækker til at løse 
varmetransportligningerne. En numerisk 1-D model baseret på ”finite differences” i 
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en Crank Nicholson tidsbeskrivelse blev også anvendt. Størrelsen af pertuberingerne 
af temperaturfelterne omkring placeringen af termoelementerne blev undersøgt 
ved brug af en numerisk 3-D beregningsmodel i STAR-CD.  
Generelle trends er observeret fra temperaturmålingerne i det begrænsede del-last 
område. Disse indbefatter blandt andre: lokal stigning i middeltemperatur og middel 
overflade varmeflux som følge af en stigning i last, stigning i maximal varmeflux som 
følge af aftagende last og en mulig indikation af stigende tykkelse af aflejringer på 
overfladen som følge af en stigning i last. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Symbols: 
ρ   density    
  
  
 
cp  specific heat capacity   
 
    
 
T  temperature    K 
k  thermal conductivity   
 
  
 
α  thermal diffusivity   
  
 
 
t  time       
τ  characteristic time     
    fourier series constant    
    fourier series constant    
   summation index     
   number of summation terms    
   angular velocity   
   
 
 
    distance from surface     
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     averaged wall temperature     
         bulk temperature      
     ratio of specific heats    - 
       thickness of gold layer   m 
       thickness of chromium layer   m 
       thermal conductivity of chromium layer 
 
  
 
       thermal conductivity of gold layer  
 
  
 
∆T  temperature difference   K 
     thermal product     
   phase shift     s 
    duration of one engine cycle     
 
Abbreviations: 
1-D   one-dimensional 
2-D   two-dimensional 
3-D   three-dimensional 
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ABDC  after bottom dead center 
ATDC  after top dead center 
BDC  bottom dead center 
SOC  start of combustion 
SOTR  start of temperature rise 
STC  surface thermocouple 
TDC  top dead center 
VCVD  vacuum chemical deposition chamber 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
In recent years, the world has witnessed a still increasing focus on environmental 
issues, especially with regard to CO2 emissions, but also a variety of other industrial 
related emissions, causing a potential health threat. In the context of internal 
combustion engines examples of such hazardous emissions are sulphur oxides (SOx) 
and nitrous oxides (NOx). Since the vast majority of the worlds goods are 
transported around the globe by means of large container ships it is clear that these 
contribute in large part to the total amount of human-caused emissions. Thus, even 
small improvements in the efficiency and engine operating conditions will have a 
significant impact on both fuel consumption and emissions. 
In year 2008, the Marine Environment Protection Committee revised the limits and 
regulations for ship emissions, formulated in the so called Marpol Annex VI from 
1997 and the associated NOx Technical Code. As a result, tighter regulations on 
especially SOx, NOx and particulate matter emissions will be effectuated in 2011 and 
2016 (see [1] and [2] for more details). This fact, forces the engine manufacturers to 
develop new engine designs and apply new technologies to meet the requirements 
in the near future. 
 So how can these engines, which are already performing very well, be further 
optimized? Since it is extremely costly to build engines just for test purposes, the 
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recent year’s progress in computer technology and software simulation tools has 
opened a possibility for simulating and predicting the performance of new engine 
designs and concepts. However, experimental validation is very important to test 
new models describing e.g. fluid flows, combustion and heat transfer mechanisms in 
the engine. An especially important factor in this context is the knowledge of 
temperature distributions in and around the combustion chamber. Temperature 
gradients are what drives the heat transfer and play a big role in the reaction 
kinetics in the gases primarily during and shortly after the combustion. All are 
factors that affect the engine performance and emission level. In this work, focus is 
directed towards methods to determine temperature and heat flux near the 
boundaries of the combustion chamber. This includes both experimental techniques 
to measure the temperature of the wall and the gases inside the chamber with a 
very high temporal resolution, and applying analytical and numerical methods to 
calculate relevant heat transfer. 
However, the information available from the literature is very limited on this topic. 
In fact, no published material on the dynamic surface temperature variations exists 
for these large engines. The best attempt, so far, has been by the Internal 
Combustion Engines Lab at ETH in Zurich [3], who has measured the time-varying 
temperature and heat flux at a distance of 0.2 mm below the surface in an engine air 
starting valve. The engine was a two-stroke SULZER engine with a bore of 560 mm 
and a stroke of 1400 mm, which is similar in size to the two-stroke MAN test engine 
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used in this work (500 mm bore and 2200 mm stroke). Only two load conditions 
were tested on the SULZER engine, and the whole investigation was of a preliminary 
nature. However, from the reported tests, it is clear, that a lot of information about 
the surface temperature is lost when measuring below the surface, since all the 
rapid fluctuations in temperature are damped significantly, yielding a smooth and 
slowly varying temperature trace. Capturing these rapid fluctuations is crucial for 
determining the right peak values of the heat flux, thermal loading of the outer 
layers of the wall material, getting the true boundary condition information for 
simulation purposes of the engine chamber, and so on.  
Fortunately, there has been significant progress in the automotive industry within 
the field of heat transfer in recent years. As a result, a lot of valuable information 
exists in the literature with regard to temperature measurement techniques and 
data acquisition systems for small engines (see e.g. [4], [5] and [6]). However, since 
pressures and temperatures often reach higher values in the large engines, it is not 
obvious if the measuring equipment used in small engine research can withstand the 
tough thermo physical conditions of the large engines. Furthermore, it is not unlikely 
that the significantly different timescales, geometry etc. which are influencing the 
nature of the heat transfer in the large engines can result in some effects not 
present, or at least of the same importance, as in the small engines. 
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In this work, a special designed thermocouple is presented for measuring the 
dynamic surface temperature. The sensor is tested at different part load conditions 
in a MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine (see Figure 1). 
 
Figure 1: The picture to the left shows the engine test facility at MAN Diesel & 
Turbo SE. The sketch to the right shows a cross section of a large two stroke diesel 
engine. 
Another part of the work has been to investigate the application of an optical non-
intrusive method based on Rayleigh scattering to perform 2-D temperature and 
density measurements of the gases in a diesel engine type environment. If this 
method could be further developed and successfully applied to an engine with 
suitable optical access, it could potentially give a valuable insight to the temperature 
distribution in the gases close to the walls, including the boundary layers. This 
method is still in its infancy, but it shows promising results for the application in real 
engine experiments.  
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Before diving in to a more detailed review of the literature available on the topic of 
diesel engine heat transfer and experimental techniques relevant for the work 
presented in this thesis, the basic principles of the diesel engine work cycle will be 
briefly explained. 
A schematic of the two-stroke diesel engine cycle is shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2: Diesel engine cycle. a) Scavenging b) Compression c) Fuel injection d) 
Expansion e) Exhaust valve lift [7]. 
In the first part of the first stroke, the piston top is below the cylinder intake ports, 
allowing for fresh air to enter the cylinder in a swirling, vortex like motion, and 
escaping through the open exhaust valve. This step serves both as a scavenging of 
combustion products from the previous cycle and as an introduction of a fresh 
oxygen rich and slightly pressurized charge. The charge is then compressed as the 
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piston is moving from the bottom dead center (BDC) to the top dead center (TDC), 
resulting in a rapid temperature and pressure rise. When the piston reaches TDC, 
the fuel is injected into the swirling air in the combustion chamber through several 
atomizers located in the head of the cylinder. Short after, the fuel atomizes and 
mixes with the air, which leads to a short premixed combustion followed by a longer 
period with diffusion driven combustion [8].  As a result of the combustion, heat is 
released and the temperature and pressure rise fast. This is the period where work 
is transferred from the piston to the crank shaft. At the end of the expansion phase, 
when the combustion is finished, the exhaust valve is opened again and a large part 
of the hot pressurized combustion products leaves the chamber and causes the 
pressure to drop to almost atmospheric conditions (aka. blowdown).  
The entire cycle takes around half a second at normal operating speeds, so it is not 
hard to imagine that the complexity of the physics and chemistry involved can be 
very hard to handle from both a numerical and experimental point of view. 
 
Outline of the thesis: 
 
Chapter 1: Introduction and motivation for the work presented in this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review of large two-stroke diesel engine heat transfer 
measurements and relevant temperature measurement techniques. 
Chapter 3: Description of the special designed surface thermocouple and the 
fabrication procedure. It includes response time measurements and uncertainty 
analysis. Furthermore a description of the equipment and the experimental setups is 
given. 
Chapter 4: A detailed overview of the analytical and numerical methods used for 
computing temperature and heat transfer from the measurements.  
Chapter 5: Results from the measurements of temperature and heat flux performed 
in the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine. 
Chapter 6: Numerical calculations of the perturbed temperature field around 
thermocouples using a 3D finite volume method. 
Chapter 7: Suggestions for future work. 
Chapter 8: Conclusions. 
Bibliography: Formatted by using the ISO 690 style standard. 
Appendix IV and V: During the PhD study several contributions were made to the 
academic society comprising oral presentations, poster sessions and published 
papers. Two selected papers can be found in the appendices. 
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Chapter 2: Literature review 
Since the two-stroke Diesel engine was invented by Rudolph Diesel in the year 1892, 
great efforts have been made to improve engine performance and understand the 
fundamental processes that influence the engine efficiency. In this context, the field 
of heat transfer plays a particular important role [9]. This chapter serves as an 
overview of some relevant findings in the literature concerning local instantaneous 
temperature and heat flux measurements angled towards large two stroke diesel 
engines. Both results and measurement techniques will be reviewed. The 
description of well established heat transfer models that deal with overall engine 
performance, like e.g. the global thermodynamic models developed by Eichelberg 
[10], Woschni [11] and Annand [12], is not given here. Instead, instantaneous local 
temperature and heat flux measurements are the main focus areas. 
 
Temperature and heat flux measurements 
Measurements of surface heat flux in small automotive size engines show that 
surface heat flux values can change rapidly from zero to as high as 10 MW/m2 and 
vary a lot from one measurement location to another (see e.g. [9], [13] and [14]). 
The two curves of measured surface heat flux in a diesel engine head shown in 
Figure 3 illustrate how the heat transfer can vary significantly between two 
locations. The test data is obtained from a small automotive size engine and 
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ensemble averaged over a statistical sufficient amount of cycles [13]. It is also 
important to note the sharp rise of the heat flux from the time of ignition to around 
 
Figure 3: Surface heat flux measured at two different locations (STC1: over piston 
bowl and STC2: over piston squish area) in a diesel engine head [10]. 
 
180 crank angles after bottom dead center (ABDC). This feature stand in contrast to 
the typical behavior observed in the spark ignited homogenous charge engines 
where the sharp rise in surface heat flux is not present until the flame passes the 
measurement location [9],[15]. The most likely explanation for this phenomenon 
can be found in [16], where it is argued that heat radiation from the diesel flame 
contribute to the overall heat flux to almost the same extent as convection driven 
heat transfer. This is not the case for the spark ignited engine where radiation heat 
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transfer to the combustion chamber walls is small compared to the convection 
driven heat transfer [8]. 
While extensive amounts of experimental data are available in the literature for heat 
transfer in small engines, it is not the case for large two stroke diesel engines used 
for ship propulsion. In the work by [3], measurements of bulk wall temperature and 
heat flux are presented for a two stroke Sulzer experimental diesel engine with a 
bore of 560 mm and a stroke of 1400 mm. The temperature was measured in a 
special insert mounted in the starting air valve in the engine head at a distance of 
0.2 mm below the surface. The time dependent temperature traces are shown in 
Figure 4 for two different inserts made of titanium and steel respectively, and for 
two distinct equivalence ratios. 
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Figure 4: Measured time dependent wall temperatures at 0.2 mm below the 
surface in a large two stroke diesel engine [3]. 
 
Two additional thermocouples were placed at a distance of 7 and 20 mm below the 
surface such that the steady heat flux component could be deduced. The time 
dependent heat flux at the surface and 0.2 mm below the surface is shown on Figure 
5. From both the temperature and heat flux traces it is clear that some of the 
dynamic behavior is captured with this measurement method. The peak values are 
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at the time around 50 CA after TDC during the combustion phase and the lowest 
values during scavenging and until the start of compression. However, one might 
expect that a lot of the small time scale temperature fluctuations present in the gas 
side boundary layer would also be observed in the surface temperature and heat 
flux values. This is possibly due to the dampening of the small time scale fluctuations 
translated through 0.2 mm of wall material which subsequently is filtered and 
smoothed out due to poor signal to noise ratio. 
 
Figure 5: Time dependent heat flux deduced from measured wall temperatures 
[3]. Left: heat flux data from one entire cycle. The dashed line shows the surface 
heat flux and the solid line shows the heat flux 0.2 mm below the surface. Right: 
Surface heat flux for three different cases. 
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This might lead to wrong predictions of the surface heat flux, especially for periods 
with high temperature gradients, since the computed heat flux depends strongly on 
those [17]. Another noteworthy feature of the measured surface heat flux is the 
absence of negative flux. During the scavenging process where fresh air is used to 
clear the combustion chamber one might expect a reversal of the flux which is often 
observed in small engines. On the contrary, the flux stays slightly positive although it 
tends towards zero. 
The results from [3] will be used later on for comparison with the results obtained in 
this study. 
 
Temperature and heat flux equipment and techniques 
A large variety of equipment and techniques exists for the measurement of 
temperatures and heat flux in all sorts of heat transfer problems. There is not one 
method that is superior for all types of applications, since each method has its 
advantages and disadvantages which make them appropriate for a specific 
application. It is not the aim to describe all existing methods in this section, but to 
provide an overview of the most relevant with respect to diesel engines.  
The different types of methods can be divided into two main categories and four 
sub-categories [9]: 
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 Local wall heat transfer 
o Instantaneous surface temperature measurements 
o Bulk temperature measurements 
 In-cylinder heat transfer in the working fluid 
o Non-intrusive optical temperature measurements 
o Intrusive temperature measurements 
A description of equipment and methods of each category will be given in the 
following sections.  
 
Instantaneous surface temperature measurements 
As seen in the previous section, temperature values can change rapidly at the wall 
surface. Thus, a fast response, in the order of kHz, is needed to provide sufficient 
resolution. Moreover, the harsh environment inside the combustion chamber also 
sets strong limitations on the materials and structural design used for the 
temperature sensor. Some sensor types are commercially available, but in most 
cases ad hoc solutions are preferred.  
The two most commonly used surface temperature sensors for small engines are the 
coaxial and pair-wire type thermocouples [9], [14], [18],[12]. All three types utilizes 
the so-called Seebeck effect [19], where a temperature difference between two 
connected dissimilar metals induces an electromotive force, which can be read out 
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as a DC voltage. The connection in one end is called the hot junction, which, in the 
surface temperature measurement application, is located at the surface of interest. 
The other connection is called the cold junction and is typically located some 
distance away from the hot junction where the temperature is well known and 
steady. The relation between temperature difference and voltage difference is 
generally non-linear and depends on the material properties and the temperature of 
the thermocouple wires. The conversion from voltage to temperature is mostly done 
by either the use of polynomial fits or piecewise linear approximations based on 
reference data available from both look up tables and online databases [20].  
The coaxial and pair-wire type thermocouples have very similar characteristics, with 
only a minor difference in design. The hot junction are mostly made by vacuum 
depositing a thin metal film at the surface of interest, thereby establishing electrical 
contact between the two ends of the thermocouple legs. It is crucial that the size of 
the hot junction is sufficiently small such that a negligible temperature difference 
exists across the junction. The depositing of the thin film usually takes place in a 
vacuum chemical vapor deposition (VCVD) chamber, where the surface is exposed 
to a gaseous mixture of highly volatile precursors at very low pressure (preferably 
below 10-6 Pa) that will decompose and/or react on the surface at a controllable rate 
(typically in the order of nm per minute). This thin film technique produces a very 
strong coating with a low concentration of impurities and a high level of uniformity 
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[21]. However, not all metals are possible to deposit with the VCVD technique and 
can require the use of e.g. physical vapor deposition or electroplating [22]. 
In applications where temperature is measured at a surface subject to significant 
physical wear, like the contact interface of cylinder liner and piston rings, the µm 
shallow thin film junction will not last for long. However, the right choice of 
materials and design allows for the creation of a new hot junction, by means of 
abrasion, every time the surfaces slide against each other. This method was first 
demonstrated in an application where the transient inner surface temperature of a 
gun barrel was measured [23] and later applied to internal combustion engines [24], 
[25]. 
In some surface temperature measurements in engines, the entire thermocouple 
was made by depositing three different thin films directly on the surface on the 
surface of interest. This technique has the advantage that the thermocouple can be 
positioned at locations where external wiring access is too limited for other types of 
thermocouple installations [12]. Furthermore, this method also offers an advantage 
when measuring surface temperatures at engines with ceramic coatings on the 
chamber walls. However, the method requires that the entire engine part of should 
be fitted inside a VCVD chamber during the depositing procedure. This is not always 
realizable, especially for the large diesel engines, where e.g. the piston crown 
typically has a diameter between 0.5-1 m. In conclusion, either the coaxial or the 
pair-wire thermocouples seem to be the best choice for a versatile surface 
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measurement technique in the large diesel engines. The choice of materials depends 
on the chemical conditions that the surface will experience and the thermal load. 
The largest concern in this context is the oxidation of the hot junction and the 
thermocouple legs. Among the commercially available thermocouple materials, a k-
type configuration seems most suitable, since the stable measuring interval is 
approximately 0-1500 K [19],[26]. In a K-type thermocouple the legs are made of 
approximately 90% Ni and 10% Cr (called Chromel) and 95% Ni, 2% Al, 2% Mn and 
1% Si (called Alumel). Other typical combinations of materials are shown in Table 1. 
Note that the type B and R can measure at even higher temperatures and thus seem 
as good candidates for high temperature applications. However, this comes with the 
Table 1: List of commercially available thermocouple types, including temperature 
range, composition and voltage output range [52]. The American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) code is also given. 
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price of a lower voltage output which typically is more sensitive to electrical noise, 
thus increasing the error of the measurement.  
The entire fabrication process of the surface thermocouple used in this work will be 
described in detail in the next chapter. 
 
Bulk temperature measurements 
The measurement of temperature below the surface is needed for determining the 
steady heat flux component through the material of interest. There are two 
commonly used approaches. The first is simply using a commercially available 
thermocouple as e.g. the K-type described in the previous section. The 
thermocouple can be mounted in a hole drilled from the backside of the engine part 
with a well defined depth [9]. Knowing the precise location of the hot junction is 
crucial for the determination of the heat flux, since the uncertainty of the distance is 
directly proportional to the uncertainty of the computed heat flux (See Chapter 4). 
The two main requirements for this method to work properly, is 1) the one 
dimensional heat flux assumption should be fulfilled (see Chapter 4) 2) both the 
surface and bulk thermocouple should not perturb the temperature field. 
Another approach to measuring the heat flux through the wall is by the use of heat 
flux probes which essentially relies on the same principle as simply using two 
thermocouples. The main difference lies in the design, which typically consists of 
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two temperature sensors in close contact, embedded in a thermally insulated (only 
parallel to the heat flow) tube to preserve the one dimensionality of the heat 
transfer. The heat flux can then be derived from the temperature gradient based on 
the signal from the two adjacent sensors. However, the distance between the two 
sensors should ideally be infinitesimal for many of these probes to produce accurate 
measurements in unsteady high speed flow applications. For some of these probe 
designs where the two temperature signals can be read out separately, corrections 
can be made to the data to obtain a more accurate estimate of the transient heat 
flux. Because of these difficulties in determining unsteady heat transfer, the probes 
have mostly been used for the measurement of the steady heat flux component 
([27],[28]). A second disadvantage of the heat flux probe is the more complex 
fabrication processes which make the costs exceed the price of the thermocouples 
significantly.   
 
Non-intrusive optical techniques 
Several different optical techniques have been employed in engine research to 
investigate both microscopic and macroscopic features of the fuel spray structure, 
gas velocities, temperature distributions etc. (see e.g. review paper [29]). This is a 
difficult task due to the limited optical access in an engine. Recent activities at MAN 
Diesel & Turbo SE [30] and Tampere University of Technology in Finland [31] have 
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proven that it is possible to gain optical access to the combustion chamber of a large 
two-stroke diesel engine. In the PhD thesis of Hanne Hostrup Poulsen [30], 
preliminary measurements of the soot temperature are presented. The optical 
access is gained by installing a sapphire window in a custom made insert placed in 
the start air valve. An optical method named 2-color pyrometry [32] is then utilized 
to obtain the 2-D temperature fields of the soot during the combustion. The method 
belongs to the group of passive techniques where the self illuminative nature of the 
soot is deployed in contrast to the active techniques where external excitation, 
typically by the use of a laser, is deployed. Since the latter involves an external 
source that usually needs a separate optical access and alignment procedure, the 
active techniques are often more complex to apply than the passive.  
2-color pyrometry is a “line by sight” method that records the emission at certain 
wavelengths in a limited field of view. Since the intensity of the emitted light from 
the soot particles vary with temperature and concentration, these quantities can be 
derived from intensity measurements. However, determining the true temperature 
strictly requires a number of assumptions to be fulfilled. Among these are: the 
temperature of the surrounding gases must be at the same temperature as the soot 
particles, the emissivity of the soot is well approximated and the soot cloud must be 
homogenous along the line of sight. In practice, the error arising from these 
assumptions is hard to determine and thus care should be taken when drawing 
conclusions from these kinds of measurements. However, this method can be a 
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powerful tool when relative temperature rather than absolute temperature is being 
studied. 
Ongoing efforts to expand the level of optical access in the large two-stroke diesel 
test engine at MAN Diesel & Turbo SE will hopefully soon allow for the application of 
more types of optical methods for combustion and flow characterization (for more 
details see the description of the 80 M€ budget Hercules project  [33]).  
During this PhD study an optical method based on Rayleigh scattering was 
investigated in detail at the state-of-the-art facilities at Sandia National Laboratories 
in California under the supervision of Dr. Lyle Pickett. Hence the remainder of this 
section will give a description of this specific method. The method can be used for 
high temperature measurements around atmospheric pressure in gases and plasmas 
from room temperature up to around 10000 K [19]. Extending the pressure range to 
the peak pressure inside a large two-stroke diesel engine combustion chamber at 
around 200 bar is theoretically possible but not well documented in the literature. 
The goal of the measurements carried out at Sandia was partly to assess the 
potential of this method to be applied to large two-stroke diesel engines with 
sufficient optical access in the future. For this purpose, the experimental setup 
sketched in Figure 6  was used. The green beams shows the path of the light pulse 
generated by the Nd:YAG laser and the direction of the Rayleigh scattered light 
collected by a CCD camera mounted with a narrow band filter. More details on the 
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Rayleigh scattering theory and the geometry and technical specifications of the 
setup can be found in [34] and [35]. 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Sketch of optical setup (green beams) for Rayleigh scattering 
measurements in a diesel engine type environment [36].  
A typical image obtained by Rayleigh scattering for a fuel spray in the combustion 
vessel is shown in Figure 7 (The picture to the right). 
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Since the absolute Rayleigh signal is proportional to the total number density (and 
the known Rayleigh cross-section and the laser intensity) the temperature can be 
deduced when the ambient gas and fuel is well characterized ([37] and [34]). 1 
The initial temperature field inside the combustion vessel was measured by a 
custom made traversable and rotational metal rod mounted with five thin wire 
thermocouples (R-type) in a series of measurements before the Rayleigh 
measurements were carried out (see Figure 8). The reason why the Rayleigh 
scattering measurements and the thermocouple measurements were carried out 
separately was due to the intrusive nature of the thermocouple technique giving rise 
to unwanted scattering of laser light by the highly reflective metals.  
                                                     
1
 MIE scattering is the electromagnetic waves scattered by solid spheres with a circumference greater 
than the wavelength of the incident waves. As opposed to Rayleigh scattering where the wavelength 
is significantly larger than the size of the spheres [100]. 
Figure 7: Fuel spray injected into the combustion vessel [35]. Left: Image obtained 
by MIE scattering1, showing the liquid part of the fuel jet. Right: Image obtained 
by Rayleigh scattering showing the vaporized part of the fuel jet. 
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Figure 8: Schematic showing the traversable and rotational thin wire 
thermocouple probe. 
In addition, Rayleigh scattering measurements were carried out in the heated and 
pressurized combustion vessel without injecting the fuel, showing good agreement 
with the results obtained from the thermocouple measurements. 
In conclusion, the Rayleigh scattering technique seems to be a potential candidate 
for non-intrusive temperature measurements inside a large-bore engine cylinder of 
both the spray and the ambient. However, in this preliminary study only pressures 
up to 60 bar and temperatures up to 900 K were used. The increase of temperature 
and pressure may introduce new problems and possibly amplify the sources of error 
that are already present, like e.g. beam steering and birefringence [38].    
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Chapter 3: Thermocouple probe design, 
fabrication and preliminary tests 
 
In this chapter we take a close look at the design and fabrication of the special 
surface thermocouple. A description of response characteristics and sources of error 
are also given. Furthermore, engine experiments are described in the last part of the 
chapter. 
 
Thermocouple probe design and fabrication 
Instantaneous surface temperature was measured using a special designed K-type 
thermocouple mounted flush with the surface of a spray atomizer dummy as seen 
on Figure 9. The spray atomizer dummy differentiates from the original spray 
atomizer in two aspects: it has no internal channels for fuel delivery (i.e. it is a solid 
body) and it is cut off flush with the inner surface of the engine head. A second 
standard K-type thermocouple was mounted 1.5 mm beneath the surface and 2 mm 
off axis from the fast response thermocouple.  
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The location of the atomizer dummy is shown on the sketch in Figure 10 along with 
a picture of the atomizer dummy removed from the engine head after the 
experiments had been conducted. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the idea of measuring instantaneous surface 
temperatures in a small diesel engine with a modified pair wire thermocouple is not 
new. However, the description of the design and fabrication of such a thermocouple 
used for surface temperature measurements in a large two-stroke diesel engine has 
not been published to this author’s knowledge. 
 
 
Thermocouples 
Inner surface 
Spray nozzles 
Figure 9: Conceptual sketch showing: Left: the original spray atomizer protruding 
from the inner surface of the engine head. Right: the modified spray atomizer 
dummy with two thermocouples mounted in holes drilled from the backside. The 
atomizer dummy is cut off flush with the inner surface plane. 
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Figure 10: To the left is shown a sketch of the engine cross-section and the location 
of the surface thermocouple (STC). The picture to the right shows the tip of the 
(demounted) atomizer dummy after the engine experiments. 
The surface thermocouple described in this section was made partly at the 
workshop facilities at the University of Rostock, and at the workshop facilities at the 
Technical University of Denmark. The design was discussed thoroughly with 
Professor, Dr. Jürgen Nocke at the University of Rostock, since his section has 
successfully applied a similar probe design on small engines in the past. 
The surface temperature thermocouple was manufactured using a commercial 
available K-type thermocouple with a diameter of 1 mm embedded in a modified 
atomizer without any fuel supply and nozzles. The fabrication steps are shown in 
Figure 11. First, the thermocouple was pressure fitted in a drilled hole of 1 mm in 
the atomizer orthogonal to the surface such that the hot junction protruded out 
from the surface of the atomizer. During operation the thermocouple is held in place 
due to the thermal expansion of both the Nichrome and the thermocouple materials 
STC 
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as a result of the elevated temperature. In addition a very thin layer of thermally 
conductive epoxy was applied to the thermocouple and Nichrome interface to 
provide additional adhesion and fill unwanted air gaps. The hot junction was then 
cut off and polished until flush with the atomizer surface. The surface was then 
cleaned and prepared for the depositing of metals to form the new hot junction. 
First, a 0.5 µm layer of chromium was deposited on the surface using a chemical 
vacuum deposition chamber. Chromium was chosen since it is adhering excellent to 
all the materials exposed at the surface, even at high temperatures. Afterwards, a 
0.5 µm layer of gold was deposited using the same technique as for the chromium. 
The gold serves as a protective layer that prevents the chromium from oxidizing, 
since gold itself is very oxidation resistant at high temperatures. Chromium is 
deposited since it is has a great bond strength on both oxides (like MgO) and metal 
(see e.g. [39] reporting bond strength greater than 50 MPa). 
The chromium and gold which forms the hot junction has such a small size (low 
thermal mass) that the temperature difference across the junction is negligible and 
hence not contributing with any emf to the thermocouple circuit [40].  
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a) 
Figure 11: Showing the fabrication steps of the heat transfer probe, a) k-type thermocouple is 
mounted, b) original hot-junction is cut off, c) Chrome and Gold is deposited to form new hot-
junction. 
 
MgO Nichrome 
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Signal conditioning and data acquisition 
Since the voltage output of the thermocouples are in the range of mV, the signal is 
very sensitive to electrical noise which can easily be of the same magnitude if other 
non-shielded electrical equipment is present in the surrounding environment. 
Furthermore, the quality of the signal can be significantly reduced when travelling 
over long distances, and thus it is preferable to amplify the signal as close to the 
thermocouple location as possible. The amplification level was chosen such that the 
output signal from the amplifier would be within an interval of -10 to +10 V which 
matches the input range of the data acquisition system used for response tests, 
calibrations and engine measurements. 
Both thermocouple signals were amplified using two separate custom made circuits 
based on an Analog Devices AD597A monolithic instrumentation amplifier with 
built-in cold junction compensation. The signal amplifier was located less than half a 
meter from the location of the thermocouples just outside of the cylinder. The 
purpose build signal conditioner box was placed on a shelf padded with vibration 
absorbing layers of foam. The connection between the thermocouples and the 
signal conditioner was done by means of high grade extension wires that were pair-
wise spirally wound to reduce the influence of magnetic induction and noise. 
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Figure 12: Signal conditioner. Left: Picture of the custom built signal conditioner 
box with four separate channels (shielded). Middle: Functional block diagram for 
the AD597A. Right: Picture of the print board with the AD597A connected. 
Each circuit was electrically shielded and used each their separate DC voltage source 
comprised of a 9 Volt battery to reduce noise. The cut-off frequency of the amplifier 
was 10 kHz, which is sufficient to obtain a high temporal resolution even at the 
highest rpm values (at least one tenth of a CA which at 123 rpm (full load) equals 
0.14 ms).  In Figure 12 a picture of the signal conditioner is shown together with the 
functional block diagram of the AD597A monolithic instrumentation amplifier and a 
picture of the print board. 
In the response tests and the calibration process, a 4-channel NI9215 100 kHz 
simultaneously sampling module installed in a CDAQ-9172 Compact DAQ chassis 
was used to sample the output signal from the specially build signal conditioner. The 
data acquisition was controlled by using Labview v. 8.6. 
All data acquisition in the engine tests was controlled using an in-house program 
made by MAN Diesel & Turbo SE (MAN-DAQ Beta v. 5.04) in Labview that 
simultaneously sampled data from numerous channels. 
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Thermocouple response (water droplet test technique) 
The response time of the surface temperature thermocouple is of integral 
importance when determining the true surface temperature. The response time is 
most often defined as the time it takes for the thermocouple hot junction to reach 
63.2% of the true temperature. In this work, the aim is to measure the actual surface 
temperature of the atomizer dummy but since the thermocouple junction has a 
finite thickness, the actual temperature registered by the data acquisition system is 
an average of the total temperature field within the hot junction material (in this 
case the gold/chromium layer).  
However, it can be argued that the hot junction is sufficiently thin to have an almost 
intrinsic uniform temperature field in equilibrium with the surface/gas interface on 
the timescale of interest such that the measured value is indeed the true surface 
temperature. Or in other words, the response time is sufficiently low to resolve 
surface temperature fluctuations at 10 kHz (corresponding to, at least, a resolution 
of one tenth of a crank angle degree at full engine speed).  A detailed analysis of the 
impulse response of the hot junction subjected to a change in energy modeled by a 
step function proves that this assumption is true for our application [41]. In fact, the 
calculated response time for the extremely thin hot junction is theoretically around 
a few µs.  
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 The assumption about the uniformity of the temperature field inside the hot 
junction can readily be estimated by using lumped mass analysis (electrical network 
analogy) [42]. 
Considering the two adjacent layers of chromium and gold, forming the hot junction, 
to be represented by two resistors in a series connection with the resistance given 
by the ratio of thermal conductivity and layer thickness, and subjected to a constant 
current represented by a steady heat flux of 1 
  
  
 (typical value order of magnitude 
value for engine surface heat flux), the temperature difference across the thickness 
of the junction is: 
     
   
   
 
   
   
        
 
  
 
         
   
 
   
 
         
    
 
   
        (0.1) 
which is clearly negligible in comparison with the overall accuracy of the 
measurements. 
Even though the response time is considered to be sufficient from a theoretical 
perspective for our application, a series of experiments were conducted to prove the 
capability of the surface thermocouple to respond fast enough. A previous 
successfully demonstrated response test called the water droplet test technique 
[43] was used. It is very similar to the fluid bath plunging technique utilized 
successfully by e.g.[44] and[45]. Both techniques have the advantage that they are 
easy to set up and not very expensive in terms of material costs. The water droplet 
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method is able to prove response times in the order of 0.1 ms, limited by the 
convective nature of the heat transfer from the fluid to the hot junction of the 
thermocouple. Other techniques exist for proving even shorter response times, such 
as shock tube or laser pulse experiments (see e.g. [43] and [46]). However, the water 
droplet technique is sufficient, since a response time of 0.1 ms will be fast enough to 
yield the desired temporal resolution.  
An illustration of the experimental setup used for the water droplet experiment is 
shown in Figure 13. A water droplet at room temperature (295.15 K) is created from 
a nozzle located above the thermocouple hot junction. An insulating plate is 
separating the droplet and heated hot junction (373.15 K) until the droplet is 
released from the nozzle. The droplet impacts on the hot junction causing a rapid 
decrease in surface temperature at the hot junction due to the fast exchange of 
energy. 
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Figure 13: Water droplet experimental setup [43]. 
 
The temperature drop of the thermocouple hot junction due to the impact of the 
water droplet is shown in Figure 14. The desired response time of just around 0.1 ms 
is clearly seen. A series of 50 experiments were carried out to confirm repeatability. 
The result is in agreement with previous studies of similar surface thermocouples 
designs (see e.g. [43]).  
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Figure 14: Sensor response using the drop test method 
  
In addition to verifying the fast response time, the method can also be used to 
determine the so called thermal product,          , of the hot junction, which 
play an important role in the heat transfer analysis (see e.g. eq. (0.15)). The thermal 
product is related to the measured temperatures in the following way (see [43] and 
[44]): 
    
     
 
   
       
 (0.2) 
where    is the initial temperature of the thermocouple,    is the temperature of 
the water droplet before impact,   is the temperature of the hot junction after 
impact,     is the water droplet thermal product and     is the thermal product of 
the thermocouple hot junction. Unfortunately, the current experimental setup is 
only able to heat the thermocouple up to 373.15 K which is the upper limit as long 
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as water is used as impacting liquid. Since the surface temperatures are expected to 
reach significantly higher values in the engine experiments, there is a need of 
modifying the setup. The limitation of 373.15 K when using water is due to an 
assumption in the deduction of eq. (0.2) where the temperature of the water 
droplet is assumed to be below the boiling point. Thus, if the thermal product has to 
be determined for higher temperatures, one has to use a liquid with a higher boiling 
point. Possible non-toxic and cheap candidates could be glycerol or olive oil with 
boiling points of 563.15 K and 573.15 K respectively. Even higher temperatures 
could be reached using toxic liquids such as mercury.  
 
Measurement uncertainties 
There are many ways to describe the uncertainty related to a certain measurement. 
A good overview of the different methods is given in [47].  
Systematic uncertainties are introduced by e.g. input bias, TC mounting, shunting 
etc. and can result in offset and non-linearity effects on the measured signal. Often, 
these uncertainties are constant for the duration of a measurement and can be 
eliminated if correctly identified.  The random uncertainty is sometimes also called 
the “precision”, and is not a constant source of error like the systematic but a 
distribution of measurement points around the true value characterized by the 
standard deviation (see [48], [49] and [50] for more detail). Manufacturers usually 
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don’t state the confidence intervals of the uncertainties for their equipment (e.g. 
                ). Instead they mostly state the uncertainty as a 
percentage of the full scale value. Thus, a rigorous uncertainty analysis is rarely 
possible in these cases.  
Potential sources of systematic errors are listed below: 
- Drift in thermocouples due to changed material properties as a result of 
annealing and oxidation at elevated temperatures. 
- TC connectors can contribute with an uncertainty equal to the temperature 
difference along the TC connector pins because the material used for the 
pins is most likely to have a Seebeck coefficient different from the TC wire.   
- Low pass filter cutoff effects. There is no such thing as an ideal low pass 
filter, which means, that attenuation of the input signal will occur at 
frequencies around the actual low pass frequency value. In practice, this 
agitates for the use of a low pass filter with a frequency limit sufficiently 
larger than the highest frequency that should be captured. For this reason, 
the cutoff frequency was chosen to be 10 kHz (within a 3 dB bandwidth). 
- Cold junction errors due to elevated ambient temperature. For the AD597A 
monolithic integrated circuit the total uncertainty at 303 K (room 
temperature at the location of the circuit during engine experiments) is 1.1 K 
[51].  
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Most of the systematic uncertainties were identified and eliminated by calibrating 
each channel of the signal amplifier with a reference DC voltage supply that 
mimicked the thermocouple output signal. These included offset and multiplier 
errors in the signal conditioner (for more details see [51] and [52]). Furthermore, the 
output of the modified surface thermocouple and the bulk thermocouple were 
measured before the engine experiments to make certain that no change was 
observed after the mounting procedure. This was done by placing the mounted 
thermocouples in an aluminum cylinder (to ensure temperature uniformity) 
together with three calibrated (by the ITS-90 standard) K-type thermocouples 
connected to a separate Fluke temperature calibrator. The recalibration showed 
good agreement, since the measured temperatures were within the range 
consistent with the proclaimed tolerances of class one K-type thermocouples of (+/-
)1.5 K 300-650 K and (+/-)        -1.093 K in the range 650-1200 K. 
Due to the weak non-linear nature of the K-type thermocouple output signal as a 
function of junction temperature a tenth order polynomial fit was used for the 
conversion of voltage to temperature. The coefficients are available at the 
homepage of the National Institute of Standards and Technology [20].  
No drift was observed during the engine experiments. Application of K-type 
thermocouples in non-hostile (non-oxidizing) environments are usually not 
influenced by drift in the temperature range 700 K to 900 K at short hours of 
operation (see Appendix III). However, the environment in the combustion chamber 
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is very oxidizing and hence the use of a standard K-type thermocouple would 
probably be disastrous. The reason why no drift is observed is due to the thin layer 
of gold at the (exposed) top of the thermocouple shielding it from the gases inside 
the combustion chamber. 
An uncertainty estimate of the distance of the bulk thermocouple from the surface 
is given by the uncertainty in the measurement precision of the caliper used to 
measure this distance after drilling the hole. This results in an uncertainty when 
calculating the heat flux but not in the measured temperature. The uncertainty 
related to the distance is (+/-) 0.01 mm/1.5 mm ~ (+/-)0.7%. 
To summarize, the total uncertainty of the temperature measurement method is 
strictly a function of the measured temperature. In the temperature range relevant 
for the STC the total uncertainty is around (+/-)2.3 K. 
 
 
Engine experiments 
 The MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine is of the type 4T50ME-X which was 
originally designed and build for ship propulsion but is now solely used for test 
purposes. It is located at the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE facilities in Copenhagen at 
Teglholmen. Some selected specifications for the engine is listed in Table 2. 
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Characteristic Data 
Cycle Two-stroke 
No. of cylinders 4 
Bore, [m] 0.50 
Stroke, [m] 2.20 
Max. power, [MW] 8 
Max. speed, [rpm] 123 
Max. pressure, [bar] 200 
Table 2: Selected specifications for the MAN Diesel test engine [30]. 
 As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the thermocouples were installed in an 
atomizer dummy which was installed in a fuel injector system without fuel supply. 
This location was chosen for a number of reasons: 
 Easy access when mounting the thermocouples (i.e. short mounting time).  
 The small size of the atomizer dummy made it relatively uncomplicated to 
embed the thermocouples in the existing engine part. 
 Presumed high thermal load which would be a good “worst case scenario” 
test for the STC. 
 Easy wiring from the thermocouples to the outside. 
 No mechanical surface abrasion that could potentially damage the STC. 
 The location was exposed to the working fluid during the entire engine cycle. 
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The experimental setup is shown on the sketch in Figure 15. The arrows show the 
direction of the data flow from the thermocouples to the PC. 
 
Due to long delays in the fabrication process of the thermocouples and periods of 
rebuilding of the engine test facilities, only two test series were carried out. In the 
first test series, the sampled thermocouple signal had a very poor signal to noise 
ratio due to insufficient shielding of the wiring and signal conditioner circuits. Since 
no useable data was obtained, the thermocouple robustness was instead tested by 
long periods of full load operation. No apparent changes were observed in the 
installation itself. However, a sudden change in signal level was observed after 
continuous engine operation at full load for several hours, which suggest that the 
thermocouple was damaged somehow. Later the thermocouple was inspected 
under a microscope which showed a small lift-off of the hot junction in one end. 
Since this could easily be caused by a fault in the fabrication process, it was decided 
Figure 15: Sketch showing the experimental setup used in the engine tests. 
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to try with a new one. In the meantime a new improved signal amplifier design 
based on the existing chipset and circuit boards was constructed and tested in 
several electrical noisy environments, to resolve the problems with poor signal to 
noise ratio caused by electrical noise.  
In the second and last engine test the new thermocouples were tested at 25% (77 
rpm), 30% (82.3 rpm) and 50% (97 rpm) engine loads with a very good signal to 
noise ratio of approximately 250. In each case, the engine was operated for 
minimum an hour at constant load to obtain cyclic steady state. Before the first test 
case, the engine was operated for more than two hours to ensure proper warm up 
of the engine parts and the ambient.  
 At the end of the three measurement series the load was increased to 100%. After 
only a few minutes the STC thermocouple was suddenly ejected out of the atomizer 
dummy leaving behind only a couple of severely damaged wires. The test naturally 
stopped at this point.  
The reason for this sudden ejection of the thermocouple is probably due to the 
increase in cylinder pressure at the 100 % load condition. A few suggestions on how 
to avoid this are given in Chapter 7. 
The results obtained in this test are presented and analyzed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4: Analytical and numerical 
heat transfer models 
In this chapter, two different approaches to calculate the time dependent 
temperature distributions and heat flux profiles in the combustion chamber wall will 
be described. The reason why two different models are used is for comparing the 
results and thereby building confidence in the validity of the results. Furthermore, 
each model has different advantages. E.g. the analytical model clearly shows how 
the solution depends on various physical properties while the numerical model can 
be further developed to include temperature dependent material properties.    
The models rely on the knowledge of both surface temperature and at least one 
temperature trace at a known location in the wall. These temperature traces should 
have a sufficiently high time resolution and good signal to noise ratio for the models 
to produce useful results. Moreover, there are a number of assumptions that have 
to be fulfilled, which will be described when appropriate. A description of the 
measurement equipment and the technique can be found in Chapter 3. 
Since both models are based on the one-dimensional unsteady heat equation a 
description of the physical problem will be given first. Secondly, a solution method 
using a Fourier series representation of the known temperature trace to solve the 
relevant partial differential equation will be described in detail. Finally, a solution to 
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the same inverse problem will be given, using a numeric approach by applying a 
Crank Nicolson finite difference scheme. Both models were implemented in Matlab 
R2008a.   
 
The one-dimensional unsteady heat equation 
In this section, a mathematical formulation of the one-dimensional unsteady heat 
transfer through the cylinder wall is presented. Hence, this part of the heat transfer 
analysis will be restricted to the heat conduction inside the wall material and not the 
radiation and convection heat transfer in the interior of the cylinder. To be able to 
extend this model to include convection and radiation heat transfer from the gas 
inside the cylinder,  one had to gain detailed knowledge of the complex flow fields of 
the gases inside the engine cylinder along with local thermo physical properties like 
density, viscosity etc. Such experimental data, or even simulated data, does not exist 
in the literature for large two stroke diesel engines – at least not to an extend where 
there is sufficient data to base a full heat transfer model on. 
In this approach, the temperature fields within the wall are of primary concern. If 
these are determined, it is possible to compute derived quantities such as the 
instantaneous heat flux at the surface and inside the wall. This will be described 
later. The governing equation for this well known conduction problem (see [42]) is 
sketched in Figure 16:  
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(0.3) 
 
This is the general unsteady conduction heat equation in three spatial coordinates 
and time for a material with density  , specific heat capacity    and thermal 
conductivity   .  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: Sketch of the unsteady conduction problem. 
 
Assuming that the heat transfer in the y and z direction is negligible compared to the 
heat transfer in the x direction the problem can be treated as being one-dimensional 
in the x-direction (i.e. perpendicular to the surface). 
Thus, eq. (0.3) reduces to: 
x 
y z 
Gas side 
Surface TC 
Bulk TC 
Probe interior 
xd=0 
xd=L 
q’’ 
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  (0.4)  
Where the domain is given by: 
             (0.5) 
Treating the heat conduction as one-dimensional in the x-direction, the possible 
non-uniformities in the temperature field in the y and z-direction are neglected. This 
is a fair assumption considering the fact that the two measurement locations (the 
physical location of the thermocouples) are relatively closely spaced when 
comparing the timescale of heat conduction with the distance to the heat sources 
and sinks that are most likely to have an influence on the local temperature field. 
However, a detailed numerical 3-D model including the entire engine and the 
surroundings has to be made to properly validate this assumption. Variation in 
material properties could also affect the temperature field but due to the high 
degree of material uniformity these are considered negligible (see Chapter 5 for a 
parameter variation study of material properties). 
If the thermal conductivity k is assumed to be constant, eq. (0.4)  can be rewritten 
to: 
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Where   is the thermal diffusivity of the wall material defined as: 
  
 
   
 (0.7) 
Solving eq. (0.6) in the given domain requires two known boundary conditions. In 
this context, one boundary condition (at    ) is given by the measured surface 
temperature and the other one (at    ) by the measured bulk temperature as a 
function of time. 
 
Fourier series method 
Due to the time wise periodic nature of the boundary conditions of eq. (0.6) it can 
be assumed that the solution to eq. (0.6) will be periodic. Hence, one obvious way of 
representing the solution will be by the use of a series of trigonometric functions 
that obeys the boundary conditions. In this way, the solution can be formulated in 
terms of continuous functions even though the boundary conditions are measured 
data and therefore discrete in nature.  
Thus, the boundary condition at     (the surface temperature of the wall) can be 
represented by the Fourier series [53]: 
                                  
 
   
 (0.8) 
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where      is the mean wall temperature,    and    are Fourier constants and   is 
the angular frequency.  The Fourier constants are determined by fitting to the 
measured surface temperature trace. This was done by using the Fast Fourier 
Transform algorithm in Matlab. 
The second boundary condition at     is given by the measured bulk temperature 
  . Generally, the bulk temperature should be treated as a function of time when it 
is measured close to the surface. However, if   is sufficiently large the bulk 
temperature will be invariant with respect to time. Then an analytical solution to eq. 
(0.6) can be obtained by using the technique called separation of variables along 
with a qualified solution guess. In this case, where there is one time dependent 
boundary condition composed of a Fourier series and one steady state boundary 
condition, a likely solution to the partial differential equation is expected to be on 
the form:  
            
  
 
        
                            
 
   
                    
Where       is defined as: 
 
(0.9) 
          
  
  
 (0.10) 
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By insertion of (0.9) into eq. (0.6) it can be shown that this is indeed a solution to eq. 
(0.6) which satisfies the boundary conditions. 
Note that the first term on the right hand side of eq. (0.9) is time independent but 
varies as a function of distance from the surface. The second term varies both with 
the distance from the surface and with time. The magnitude of the temperature 
fluctuations are attenuated by the exponential function when increasing the 
distance to the surface. To illustrate the attenuation of the time dependent term 
one can take a closer look at the exponential function in eq. (0.9) when considering 
only the fundamental frequency (i.e. for     ): 
   
    
 
   
(0.11) 
To get a measure of how long a distance away from the surface is needed for the 
fluctuations to be negligible when compared to the steady term, a point      is 
defined where the exponential function has decreased to 1% of its maximum value: 
  
 
    
 
        
(0.12) 
Isolating    yields: 
              
   
 
          (0.13) 
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Where    is the time it takes to complete one engine cycle (   
  
 
). This equation is very 
useful for different purposes. E.g. if the bulk thermocouple is located at a distance 
from the surface smaller than    it is of integral importance to sample the 
temperature signal with a sufficiently high frequency or assure that the temperature 
mean value is correctly obtained by other means. A few sampling points per cycle 
would give incorrect results.  
For a heat conduction problem of this type the heat flux through the surface can be 
computed using Fourier’s law [42]: 
      
  
 
   
    
       
  
 
   
 (0.14) 
Applying Fouriers law by inserting eq. (0.9) into eq. (0.14) an expression for the heat 
flux through the surface is obtained: 
     
  
 
 
 
            
  
  
                       
 
   
 (0.15) 
Where the constants          and          
Of course, it is also possible to find the heat flux at any given distance from the 
surface by simply performing the differentiation in eq. (0.14) but without setting 
   . However, the maximum heat flux is observed at the surface since the 
temperature gradients are larger than further away from the surface, and thus the 
surface heat flux is of great importance when choosing the right materials for the 
combustion chamber parts (with regard to thermal wear). 
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An alternative analytical approach to calculate the surface heat flux utilizing Laplace 
transformation is presented in Appendix I. 
 
 
Finite Difference model (Crank Nicolson) 
In the previous sections it was described how it is possible to calculate both 
temperature and heat flux analytically when assuming that the boundary conditions 
and the solution itself can be expressed by using Fourier series. In this section 
another approach is used to calculate the surface heat flux and the temperature 
fields inside the wall material. It is still assumed that the problem can be treated as 
one-dimensional but instead of using a convolution of continuous trigonometric 
functions to solve the governing partial differential equations the method of finite 
differences is utilized (see e.g. [54],[55]).   
The method is numerical and instead of working with continuous functions the 
governing partial differential equation is formulated as a discrete approximation. In 
other words, the solution is only known at a finite number of points in the physical 
domain. Several numerical methods exist (see e.g. [56]) varying in complexity and 
with different advantages. For this purpose, the Crank Nicholson scheme is a good 
choice since it is unconditional stable and offers a better temporal truncation error 
than other simpler schemes like the “Forward Time Centered Space” and “Backward 
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Time Centered Space” schemes ([57],[58]) with only slightly more complexity in the 
implementation procedure.  
 
 
The location of the solution points in the domain are shown in the graphical 
representation in Figure 17. This type of schematic is called a mesh and the solution 
points are called nodes. The black squares in the mesh indicate the location of the 
initial condition, the grey squares indicate the location of the boundary conditions 
and the white squares indicate the location of the interior points in the wall where 
m 
i 
m+1 m-1 
i+1 
i-1 
Gas side 
Surface TC 
Bulk TC 
Probe interior 
tm t1=0 
N 
x1=0 
xN=L 
1 
Figure 17: Mesh used to solve the one-dimensional heat conduction equation using the 
numerical method of finite differences. To the right is shown a sketch of the physical 
problem in the engine. The black squares in the mesh indicate location of the initial 
condition, the grey squares indicate the location of the boundary conditions and the white 
squares indicate the location of the interior points in the wall where the finite difference 
approximation is computed. 
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the finite difference approximation is computed. The spatial positions,   , are 
uniformly spaced in the interval        such that 
                              (0.16) 
where    is the local distance between adjacent points in space and N is the total 
number of spatial nodes. The discrete points in time,   , are defined in a similar 
fashion and are uniformly distributed in the interval           
                        (0.17) 
where    is the local distance between two adjacent time steps and M is the total 
number of time steps. 
The principal idea of the method of finite differences is to replace the continuous 
derivatives in the heat equation (Eq. (0.6)) with discrete approximations formulated 
in terms of the locally known solution values,   
 . The Crank Nicholson scheme uses 
the following approximation for the time derivative called “backward difference” 
([59]): 
   
  
 
       
 
  
    
   
  
       (0.18) 
Where       is the truncation error which in principal is not known exactly unless 
the true analytical solution is known. However, the dependence of the user defined 
parameter    on the truncation error can theoretical be shown to decrease linearly 
with increasing    (see e.g. [59] and [60]). Approximating the second order derivate 
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in space in the heat equation is slightly more complicated. Adding the two Taylor 
series expansions for      and     defined as: 
          
   
  
 
  
 
   
 
  
  
   
 
  
 
   
  
  
  
   
 
  
   (0.19) 
          
   
  
 
  
 
   
 
  
  
   
 
  
 
   
  
  
  
   
 
  
   (0.20) 
yields: 
                
   
  
   
 
  
 
    
  
  
  
   
 
  
   (0.21) 
Solving for the second order derivate gives: 
  
  
   
 
  
 
             
   
        (0.22) 
where the left over terms from the Taylor expansions are collected in the        
term which represents the truncation error with a quadratic dependence on the 
user defined parameter   . 
Eq. (0.22) is called the “central difference approximation” and is sometimes used 
directly on this form as a replacement for the second order derivate in the heat 
equation. However, the model can be improved by simply taking an average of two 
second order derivatives at two consecutive times (and dropping the truncation 
error): 
  
  
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
    
     
      
 
   
 
    
       
        
   
   
  (0.23) 
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 Inserting eq. (0.18) and eq. (0.23) into the heat equation and rearranging yields the 
following recurrence formula: 
 
 
    
    
   
 
  
 
 
   
   
  
 
    
    
  
 
  
  
    
 
    
    
     
 
  
 
 
   
   
    
 
    
    
     
(0.24) 
It is evident that the Crank Nicolson scheme is implicit since   
  depends on both 
    
  and     
 . Hence a system of equations needs to be solved. To see the system 
of equations more clearly we can bring eq. (0.24) on matrix form: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
      
     
   
   
    
   
   
   
   
            
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
    
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(0.25) 
where the coefficients of the interior nodes are defined as: 
    
 
    
 
   
 
  
 
 
   
 
    
 
    
 
   
  
   
  
       
             
          
                   
The truncation error of the Crank Nicolson scheme is              , i.e. the 
numerical error decreases linearly with a decrease in     and    . 
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Chapter 5: Engine surface temperature 
and heat flux measurements 
Running experiments on the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine is very 
expensive due to the high fuel consumption and the amount of required man 
power to control the engine. The test data presented in this chapter was 
acquired parallel with the testing of some new engine equipment and hence the 
amount of experiments was limited.  
Measurements at three different engine part load conditions were successfully 
carried out. The load conditions were 25 %, 30 % and 50 %, corresponding to 
engine speeds of 77 rpm, 82 rpm and 97 rpm respectively. At these test points, 
values for the cylinder pressure, and atomizer surface and bulk temperature 
were recorded trough a common data acquisition interface at a sampling speed 
of around 3 kHz. At each test point a measurement series consisting of 500 
consecutive engine cycles were recorded. This was done in order to obtain an 
ensemble of the data which is an effective way of minimizing the influence of the 
noise on the signal and quantifying the amount of random uncertainties by 
means of statistical data analysis.   
The chapter is divided into two parts. The first part contains the surface 
temperature measurements for the three part load cases. In the second part, the 
surface heat flux derived from the measured temperatures is presented. 
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Comparisons of the results obtained using different analytical and numerical 
calculation schemes are also described.   
In the following sections, all values in CA are with respect to TDC (TDC equals 0 
CA) unless otherwise stated. 
 
Surface temperature measurements 
Surface temperatures were measured for three different engine speed and load 
situations in the 4T50ME-X test engine.  
Due to the turbulent nature of the flow fields of the gases inside the combustion 
chamber, local instantaneous surface temperature measurements vary from cycle to 
cycle. However many of the features are generic.  
To show the cycle to cycle variation, eight selected temperature traces are shown in 
Figure 18 to Figure 20 for each engine load case. It is clear that especially after the 
onset of combustion, shortly after TDC, the difference from cycle to cycle is greatest. 
Sometimes only one major peak is present and sometimes several peaks with 
varying heights are observed.  
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Figure 18: Eight selected surface temperature measurements as a function of CA. 
The engine load is 25 %. The graphs show some typical cyclic variations in the local 
surface temperature. 
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Figure 19: Eight selected surface temperature measurements as a function of CA. 
The engine load is 30 %. The graphs show some typical cyclic variations in the local 
surface temperature. 
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Figure 20: Eight selected surface temperature measurements as a function of CA. 
The engine load is 50 %. The graphs show some typical cyclic variations in the local 
surface temperature. 
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After around 50 CA no major peaks are present in any of the cycles, indicating that 
the main part of the fuel combustion is over. This agrees well with the 
measurements done by [30] on the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine, where 
imaging of the combustion revealed a duration of roughly the same magnitude.  
During the expansion (after ended combustion) and the compression part of the 
cycle, the shapes of the temperature traces are very similar. To make the general 
features more clear, and to get a representative graph for each load case the 
ensemble average of 500 cycles have been computed.    
These ensemble averages are shown in Figure 21 to Figure 23 along with the 
respective normalized pressure traces in arbitrary units. 
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Figure 21: Surface temperature as a function of crank angle at 25 % load and 77 
rpm. The dotted line shows the in-cylinder pressure in arbitrary units.   
  
Figure 22: Surface temperature as a function of crank angle at 30 % load and 82 
rpm. The dotted line shows the in-cylinder pressure in arbitrary units. TDC is at 0 
CA. 
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Figure 23: Surface temperature as a function of crank angle at 50 % load and 97 
rpm. The dotted line shows the in-cylinder pressure in arbitrary units.  
 
In all three load cases, the pressure and temperature traces are rising during the 
compression stroke and up until TDC. There is a small delay in the rise of the 
temperature, since the gases introduced into the chamber during scavenging are still 
cooler than the surface of the wall in the first part of the compression stroke.  Short 
after the combustion starts, there is a very sharp rise in both the surface 
temperature and the cylinder pressure. It is interesting to note that the peak 
temperatures are almost the same in the three cases although peak pressures are 
significantly higher in the high load case. Unfortunately, the correct absolute values 
of the pressures were not measured in these tests due to the lack of calibration of 
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results in an increase of bulk temperature of the in-cylinder gases, one might expect 
that the peak surface temperature should also increase. Since output values of the 
signal conditioner was well within the input range of the data acquisition system it is 
not caused by a limitation of the equipment. This is also supported by the fact that 
there is a variation in peak temperature from cycle to cycle and no flattening of the 
temperature signal at the top of the peak. This might suggest that the actual flame, 
or at least hot combustion products, is arriving at the location of the STC, and that 
the temperature rise is not only a result of pressure induced increase of the 
temperature of the gases. In fact at the time of peak temperature the surface 
temperature might be dominated by the flame temperature. This could explain why 
there is no significant change in the peak temperature between the three different 
engine load cases. However, factors like slightly increased flame temperature due 
increased pressure, longer injection time, faster engine speed and load dependent 
deposit layer thickness may also influence the peak temperature. 
Another interesting feature is the broadening of the temperature peak at increasing 
loads. Since more fuel is injected in the high load cases, this is to be expected. 
During the following cool down of the wall a small bump is seen in the temperature 
trace immediately after the time of exhaust valve lift around 120 CA (fully opened 
around 150 CA) for all three load cases. Shortly after, the piston passes the intake 
ports (around 140 CA) and cool intake air is introduced into the chamber and 
escapes out of the exhaust valve. The effect of this is not so clear from the figures, 
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but it seems like the steepness of the temperature trace is slightly increased due to 
the increased convective cooling effect caused by the swirling intake air.   
To further investigate the cycle to cycle variation, a statistical analysis was 
performed. In Figure 24 the surface temperature traces for each load case is shown 
along with their respective confidence intervals. 
 
Figure 24: The top plot shows the temperature traces and their respective 
confidence intervals for three different load situations as a function of CA.  
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Figure 25: Standard deviation for the 50% load case. 
 
In Figure 25 the standard deviation is shown for the 50% load case.  
The 95 % confidence interval is obtained in the following way (see e.g. [61]): 
                        (0.26) 
                        (0.27) 
Where    is the mean temperature,       is the number of standard deviations 
extending from the mean of a normal distribution required to contain 95 % of the 
population and    is the standard deviation. When the amount of sampled data 
points exceeds around 100 points, the value for       is 1.96. If the amount of 
sampled data points were below 100,       should be estimated using the 
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leptokurtic “t distribution” rather than the normal distribution used here [61]. 
However, even though the number of cycles used in the statistical analysis exceeds 
100, there could still be non-stochastic effects caused by e.g. thermocouple drift 
which means that the distribution is not strictly normal. 
 
Figure 26: Histogram showing the distribution of temperatures for one selected CA 
for 500 consecutive cycles. 
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The kurtosis is a measure of whether the distribution is tall and thin or short and fat, 
when compared to a normal distribution with equal variance. The kurtosis of the 
measured data is very close to three, for the most part of the data (excluding the 
range from start of ignition to end of combustion), which means that there is no 
significant kurtosis. 
The skewness of the measured data is slightly negative, indicating that the 
distribution has a long tail to the left of the mean (lower values) and the mass of the 
distribution is concentrated to the right of the mean (higher values). The degree of 
skewness varies from point to point in the cycle but is always negative and lies for 
the most part around a value of -0.1 (again excluding the range from start of ignition 
to end of combustion). This is not a high degree of skewness, but the negative value 
could suggest that either one or both of the two following effects could be present. 
If the thermocouple legs were exposed to oxygen at elevated temperatures, either 
from diffusion through the hot junction, or from cavities in the vicinity of the 
thermocouple, the characteristics could be slightly altered. For the materials used in 
the K-type thermocouple this leads to an increase of the Seebeck coefficient, 
meaning that higher temperature values would be read out compared to the true 
value. The other possible explanation of a slightly negative kurtosis is the buildup of 
deposits at the hot junction surface exposed to the working fluid inside the 
combustion chamber. The increase in deposits results in an increase of the absorbed 
radiation heat transfer due to the significant difference in emission properties of a 
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polished gold surface and the deposits. However, while this contributes to an 
increase in a positive heat transfer to the surface, mainly during the combustion 
phase, the convective heat transfer will be lowered due to the insulating effect of 
the deposits [62].  
To see if it the negative kurtosis is actually caused by a slight increase in 
temperature values in time, the temperature at a given CA angle in the cycle is 
plotted as a function of cycle number. This is shown in Figure 27 along with a graph 
constructed by the summation of a whole range of CA (i.e. 500 measurement points 
during expansion) subtracted by an adequate value to bring it down to the same 
mean value as the single position graph. 
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Figure 27: Surface temperature at one given CA as a function of cycle number. Also 
shown, is a summation of a whole range of CA (i.e. 500 measurement points 
during expansion) subtracted by an adequate value to bring it down to the same 
mean value as the single position graph.  
 
The plot shows that there is no apparent drift in the signal during the 450 cycles 
shown here. Instead it seems as if long period fluctuations are present, presumably 
due to the aforementioned turbulent nature of the flow field that results in cyclic 
variations in surface temperature that are carried over from one cycle to the next. 
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Heat flux calculations 
The calculations of the surface heat fluxes were done by using the two different 
approaches described in Chapter 4. Both methods produced the exact same result, 
which gives confidence in the validity of the computed fluxes. Both methods were 
implemented in Matlab. Routines for extracting the measured data and identifying 
and arranging the data belonging to each cycle for easier data handling, were also 
programmed in Matlab. Determination of the Fourier coefficients were done by 
utilizing the Fast Fourier Transform routine implemented in Matlab. 
The computed surface heat fluxes are shown in Figure 28 for the three different load 
cases.    
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As can be seen on the figure, there are significant differences in the size and shape 
between the three load cases. The peak heat flux is varying from 3.9 
  
  
 (50% load) 
up to 6.3 
  
  
 (30% load) and 7.4 
  
  
 (25% load). It is not obvious what can cause this 
large difference. A possible explanation can be found in the next section regarding 
the determination of the phase shift and the effect of deposits on the surface of the 
STC. In brief, the amount of deposits is greater in the high load case and thus acts as 
a thermally insulating layer which dampens especially the rapid fluctuations. 
Furthermore, it is worth remembering that the measurements are only carried out 
at one location in the engine and is thus not necessarily representative for the 
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Figure 28: Surface heat flux as a function of CA for three different load 
cases. 
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general surface heat flux. When the load and speed of the engine is changed it is 
very likely that flow patterns and the temperature distribution in the hot gases 
change considerably. This could result in delayed arrival of the flame at the location 
of the STC and affect the magnitude of the heat transfer from the gases to the  
STC. A study of these complex phenomena would require detailed optical studies of 
the flame development and progression throughout the engine cylinder. From the 
measurements done in this study it is not possible to tell whether the initial surface 
heat flux rise is caused by radiation, convection or a combination of the two. 
However, it seems likely that it is a combined effect considering the soot radiation 
estimates calculated in the last part of this chapter. These estimates show that it is 
possible to have heat radiation of the same order of magnitude as the convection 
heat transfer at certain periods in the engine cycle.       
A literature survey of surface heat flux measurements in small diesel engines 
showed that there is generally no certain trend in the peak value as a function of 
load. The measurements presented in [63] is a good illustration of this, since they 
showed a peak heat flux of around 3.5 
  
  
 at 40% load, 4.3 
  
  
 at 80% load and 2.4 
  
  
 at 100% load. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the literature is very limited on heat 
transfer in large two-stroke diesel engines. The only values for instantaneous surface 
heat flux published (to this author’s knowledge) at a diesel engine of comparable 
size is the one described in [3]. However, the flux is not obtained through surface 
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measurements but through temperature measurements 0.2 mm beneath the 
surface. The results are shown in Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29: Time dependent heat flux deduced from measured wall temperatures 
[3]. Left: heat flux data from one entire cycle. The dashed line shows the surface 
heat flux and the solid line shows the heat flux 0.2 mm below the surface. Right: 
Surface heat flux for three different cases. 
 
It is clear that the peak values of the surface heat flux are lower than the ones 
computed for the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine, but within the same order of 
magnitude. Furthermore, no negative surface heat flux is observed which is in 
contrast to the results obtained for the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE engine. It seems 
quite unphysical that there is no negative flux during the scavenging process where 
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cool air is swirling through the cylinder but once again it is important to remember 
that these are only local measurements and thus not necessarily representative for 
the general heat transfer trends. Overall, the heat flux curves look rather smooth 
which could be explained by the very smooth bulk temperature profiles from which 
the flux is derived. Probably the results are better to compare with mean surface 
heat flux values. Those are reported to be: 366 
  
  
  (for the steel mount at standard 
operation), 147 
  
  
 (for the titanium mount) and 469 
  
  
 (for the steel mount with 
high equivalence ratio). The mean surface heat flux values for the MAN engine at 
the location of the STC are: 99 
  
  
  (25% load), 105 
  
  
  (30% load) and 111 
  
  
  (50% 
load). The relatively low heat flux values for the MAN engine could indicate that the 
cooling effect of the backside of the atomizer is low. The measured high surface 
temperature values support this theory since less cooling will result in elevated wall 
temperatures. Normally, there is a certain cooling effect from the fuel when it is 
injected through the nozzles. In these test the whole fuel system was demounted 
from and the backside of the solid atomizer was only cooled by natural convection. 
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Parameter variation of material properties 
The material properties used for the computation of the surface heat fluxes can be 
found in Appendix II. Since the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity 
are functions of temperature, the assumption made in Chapter 4, with regard to 
constant material properties are not strictly true in practice. To show the magnitude 
of the error introduced by this assumption, a parameter study on the influence of 
the temperature dependent material properties on the surface heat flux was carried 
out. The material properties used in this study was based on the data presented in 
appendix II. The maximum, minimum and mean surface heat flux profiles are shown 
in Figure 30. The error is largest around the peak, where the maximum error is 
estimated to be 0.1 
  
  
.  
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Figure 30: Surface heat flux as a function of CA (at 50% load). The three curves show 
the minimum, maximum and mean flux obtained from a parameter variation study 
on the temperature dependent material properties. The top figure shows the entire 
engine cycle and the bottom figure is a zoom in. 
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Phase shift due to deposits 
In this section the effect of possible deposits on the surface of the STC will be 
investigated. When deposits build up at the surface they will act as a thermally 
insulating layer.  This gives rise to a phase shift between the surface 
temperature of the soot exposed to the gas side and the surface temperature of 
the STC. The phase shift can to a first approximation be described by eq. (0.10) 
derived in Chapter 4: 
          
  
  
 (0.28) 
The first harmonic will be the first to arrive at the surface of the STC, thus, by 
setting n=1 in eq. (0.28) an expression for the shortest possible phase shift is 
found: 
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Figure 31: Cylinder pressure in arbitrary units as a function of CA for three load 
cases. The onset of pressure rise due to combustion is identified for each load 
case: 25%: 5.3 CA, 30%: 4.6 CA 50%: 3.2 CA. 
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 (0.29) 
To determine the correct value for the thickness of the deposit layer, the 
thickness should somehow be measured in situ, since it might vary significantly 
during operation. However, this is not easy to do, and in fact no such method has 
been published, to this author’s knowledge. Instead measurements have been 
carried out on the surface deposits after engine operation in a number of cases 
on small engines (see e.g. [64], [65] and [66]). Other studies also show that 
deposits will build up over time and reach an equilibrium thickness for constant 
speed and load operation (see e.g. [9], [67]). Furthermore, it has been shown 
that engine speed and load have a significant impact on thickness. Various 
techniques are available for post operation studies of the deposit properties (see 
[64] for further details).  
The thermal diffusivity presumably does not change significantly during engine 
operation at locations where the lubrication oil is not present, and thus this 
quantity can be determined fairly accurately through post operation analysis. 
The deposits in a diesel engine are primarily carbon, with a minor content of 
hydrogen as well, forming aromatics [64].  
In Figure 32 the phase shift is shown for three possible elements that could make 
up the deposit layer. Since the properties of the deposits in the MAN Diesel 
engine has not been measured in this work, the figure only shows some rough 
indications of what to expect. 
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Even though values for the thickness and thermal diffusivity are not available for 
the MAN engine, an estimate of the phase shift can still be calculated on the basis 
of pressure and temperature traces. The start of combustion (SOC) is often 
determined from the onset of the cylinder pressure rise (equivalent to start of 
heat release) shortly after the start of fuel injection [30]. Assuming that the start 
of combustion immediately influences the deposit surface temperature, by 
means of a pressure rise induced increase in boundary layer temperature and 
radiation heat flux, the start of STC temperature rise (SOTR) can be used to 
determine the phase shift. This also requires that the increase in surface 
temperature of the deposits is large enough to result in a temperature increase 
at the deposit/STC interface that can be registered by the STC.  
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Figure 32: Phase shift of the deposit/metal interface temperature as a 
function of deposit layer thickness and type in a 50 % load case 
(material property data from [53], [54] and [55]). 
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The SOC has been determined from the rise in the pressure traces shown in Figure 
33 for three different load cases. The temperature rise at the surface of the STC has 
been determined from Figure 34. This was done by registering when the slope of 
curves becomes positive. For this purpose a numerical routine programmed in 
Matlab was used to compute the first order derivative. The results are collected in 
Table 3 along with the computed values of the phase shift simply by subtracting SOC 
from SOTR for each load case. 
 
Figure 33: Pressure in arbitrary units as a function of CA for three different load 
cases.  
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Table 3: SOC, SOTR and computed phase shift values for three different load cases. 
As seen in Table 3, the phase shift increases with engine load. This increase can 
either be due to a decrease in thermal conductivity or an increase in deposition 
thickness. Since the phase shift is proportional to the square root of the thermal 
conductivity, it seems unlikely that the large increase in phase shift at higher load is 
caused solely by a decrease in thermal conductivity. On the contrary, there is reason 
to believe that changes in thermal conductivity with engine load are small at the 
 SOC in 
CA, [deg]  
SOC, 
[ms] 
SOTR in 
CA, [deg]. 
SOTR, 
[ms]. 
Phase shift 
in CA, [deg] 
Phase shift, 
[ms] 
25% load 5.3 11.5 6 13 0.7 1.5 
30% load 4.6 9.3 5.8 11.7 1.2 2.4 
50% load 3.2 5.5 4.9 8.4 1.7 2.9 
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Figure 34: Surface temperature as a function of CA for three 
different load cases. The start of temperature rise (SOTR) due to 
combustion is identified for each load case: 25%: 6 CA, 30%: 5.8 CA 
50%: 4.9 CA. 
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location of the thermocouple. In the work by [64] the composition of deposits in a 
diesel engine running on several different types of diesel fuel emulsions were 
analyzed in detail. Only small changes were detected in the composition, and in all 
cases the main content was carbon. However, only one engine speed was 
considered and the diesel fuel used was different from the diesel fuel used in the 
MAN Diesel engine test. In gasoline engines with a high amount of lubrication oil 
present in the combustion chamber, the thermal diffusivity has been shown to vary 
significantly with both engine load and different amounts of lubrication oil [65]. This 
could suggest that locations in the MAN test engine affected by the lubrication oil, 
e.g. the liner and piston rings, would probably have deposits with different thermal 
properties from load case to load case. 
Assuming that the thermal conductivity does not change as a function of load, the 
observed difference in phase shift with load must be attributed to a change in the 
deposit layer thickness. The thickness is normalized by a factor of    and plotted as 
a function of load in Figure 35 to show how the thickness increases with load. Note 
that the relative increase is slightly different than the relative increase in phase shift 
with increasing load, since the angular frequency is different in each load case. 
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Figure 35: Normalized deposit layer thickness as a function of engine load. 
Since the deposits act as thermally insulating layer that dampens the unsteady 
surface temperature from the gas/deposit interface, the STC receives a more 
smooth temperature signal than would have been the case if the deposit layer was 
thinner. This could explain why the first heat flux peak shortly after the start of 
combustion is shorter and broader in the 50% load case when compared to the 25% 
and 30% load cases (see Figure 28). 
In this context, it is worth noting that according to eq. (0.9): 
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the phase shift term is also present in the exponential function in the unsteady 
term.  Hence, for the summation terms referring to the higher harmonics the 
dampening caused by the exponential function is the greatest. This means that the 
rapid fluctuations, such as the steep increase in temperature at SOC, are more 
severely dampened than the lower frequency terms.  
To illustrate how the deposit layer may affect the temperature registered at the STC 
when an abrupt change in the temperature at the gas side surface of the deposit 
layer occurs, a pulse response is considered. In Figure 36 the temperature at the 
deposit layer surface at the STC side is shown for a hypothetical situation where the 
gas side surface of the deposit layer is subject to a trapezoidal shaped pulse with a 
height of 60 K and a width of approximately 5 ms. It is clearly seen how the peak 
temperature is attenuated and how the shape of the applied trapezoidal pulse is 
changed significantly. Especially the “smoothing” of the corner at around 0.023 to 
0.024 ms is important to note, since it has a large impact on the subsequently 
derived heat flux.   
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Figure 36: Surface temperature at the gas side and metal side (deposit/STC 
interface) of a deposit layer of amorphous carbon subjected to an approximately 5 
ms wide and 60 K high pulse (at the gas side).  
The heat flux at the metal surface is shown in Figure 37 for the case were the 
deposit layer is present and the case where no deposit layer is present and the 
temperature profile is simply given by the trapezoidal profile. Of course this is a 
hypothetical scenario since heat transfer to the surface is dependent on the physical 
properties of the surface (emissivity, roughness etc.) which are different for the 
clean metal surface and the deposit layer. However, it gives a good picture of the 
relatively large impact of the deposit layer on both the temperature and the surface 
heat flux. Especially the peak heat flux is strongly attenuated by the presence of the 
deposit layer even though the temperature profile seems fairly close to the applied 
trapezoidal pulse in magnitude.   
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The power spectrum of the Fourier series for both temperature profiles are shown 
in Figure 38. The predicted behavior of strong attenuation of the higher harmonics 
due to the presence of the deposit layer is clearly observed. The diminishing of the 
higher harmonics is the reason for the smoothing of the temperature profile at the 
metal surface and the reason why the peak heat flux is attenuated so strongly. 
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Figure 37: Surface heat flux at the metal surface with and 
without deposit layer (based on temperature data from 
Figure 36). 
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Decoupling of radiation and convective heat flux 
The surface heat flux computed on the basis of the thermocouple measurements is 
the total surface heat flux, consisting of a radiation and a convective contribution. In 
principle, there is interplay between these two different types of heat transfer, since 
both are affected by a change in surface temperature. E.g. if the surface 
temperature is raised due an increase in radiation heat flux from the sooty diffusion 
flame, the convective heat transfer is lowered at the deposit layer/gas interface 
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Figure 38: Power spectrum for the Fourier series representation of the 
surface temperature at the gas side and the metal side of the deposit 
layer. 
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since the temperature gradient is decreased. Furthermore, due to the increase in 
surface temperature, the amount of radiation heat transfer emitted by the surface is 
increased. However, this flux emitted from the surface is negligible compared to 
both the incoming flux from the soot radiation and the convective heat transfer. 
Thus, it is possible to treat the radiation and convection heat transfer separately. 
Calculating the true thermal radiation inside the engine cylinder is a highly complex 
task that in principle requires exact knowledge of the local concentrations, 
temperatures and material properties of various compounds. Even though only the 
thermal radiation from soot is considered it is still not trivial to accurately compute 
the radiation. Different models to calculate soot radiation and scattering properties 
of soot have been developed over the past three to four decades focusing mainly on 
the amount, distribution and the shape of the particles and agglomerates [68] but 
only with limited success. An overview of some of the most widely used models is 
given in [68]. Since little is known about the amounts, shape and distributions of 
soot within large two-stroke ship diesel engines it makes it difficult if not impossible 
to apply any of these soot models to the MAN test engine at this stage. However, in 
an attempt to estimate the magnitude of the soot radiation arriving at the location 
of the STC and compare it with the measured total surface heat flux, a very simple 
approach based on Planck radiation from solid objects is chosen. It relies heavily on 
a number of more or less justified assumptions described in the following and the 
results should therefore be treated with great care. 
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Assuming that the radiation heat transfer to the surface of the STC from the soot 
during combustion can be described by the equation for a small convex object in a 
large cavity (a two-surface enclosure type problem) [42]: 
    
                  
          
   (0.30) 
Where ε is the emissivity of the soot, σ is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and a 
viewing factor of 1 is assumed. The exact value of the viewing factor is hard to 
calculate since it depends on the location of the thermocouple surface in relation to 
the distribution of the soot which is changing dramatically during combustion (i.e. 
with time). Furthermore, the soot is assumed a perfect emitter that radiates 
continuously over the infrared spectrum (blackbody radiation). In addition to the 
soot radiation, different gases surrounding the flame will have absorbing and 
emitting features that might influence the radiation heat transfer between the soot 
and the STC. However, the soot radiation is assumed to be the dominating source of 
radiation and hence the gas radiation is assumed negligible in this first 
approximation approach. 
The most difficult task is to determine the effective temperature of the soot. In the 
following, an estimate of the soot temperature will be made based on experimental 
studies on the MAN test engine.   
In the work of [30] the flame temperature was measured in the MAN test engine by 
means of two-color pyrometry at 50% load. The averaged flame temperature 
deduced from averaging each color map for each CA for the entire field of view is 
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shown in Figure 39. In Figure 40 the images taken by the two-color pyrometry 
method is shown. Since the data in Figure 39 is computed by averaging the 
temperature values from the images in Figure 40, it yields a lower temperature than 
the maximum temperature of the radiating soot because some of the gases 
surrounding the flame front are significantly cooler than the soot. 
 
Figure 39: Averaged flame temperatures determined by two-color pyrometry for 
different levels of exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) at 50% load [30]. 
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Figure 40: Two-color pyrometry images from selected points in the cycle. Numbers 
in the upper left corners of the pictures denote the CA. The scale on color bar 
starts at 800 K (dark blue) with increments of 170 K up to 2500 K (dark red) [30]. 
 
A very rough way of estimating the minimum and maximum temperatures of the 
radiating soot as a function of CA was done by simply picking discrete data points 
from Figure 39 and Figure 40. The points were then fitted with a shape preserving 
spline routine in Matlab. The result is shown in Figure 41. 
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Figure 41: Maximum and minimum soot temperature as a function of CA. The data 
is based loosely on the reported values in [30] for only a part of the combustion. A 
shape preserving spline routine has been used for fitting. 
 
Assuming an emissivity of 1 for the soot, a very rough estimate of the maximum 
radiation from the soot the surface was calculated using eq. (0.30). The wall 
temperature in the equation was determined by the surface temperature 
measured by the STC, even though the outer surface of the deposit layer has a 
higher temperature during the period of positive surface heat flux and a slightly 
lower value at the period of negative heat flux. Furthermore, the radiation heat 
flux was delayed 1.7 CA to account for the phase shift.  
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The computed maximum and minimum radiation heat fluxes are shown in Figure 
42, along with the total surface heat flux with and without the subtracted 
radiation heat fluxes.  
 
 
Figure 42: Heat flux (HF) profiles as a function of CA for the 50% load case. 
 
This gives some indication of the possible magnitudes of the maximum and 
minimum convective and radiation heat flux contributions. For the estimated 
maximum value of the radiation heat flux, the peak value is almost half the peak 
value of the total heat flux. It seems that the maximum estimate is too high 
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(and/or for a too long period), since there is a significant drop in the convective 
heat flux curve around 15-35 CA. At least there is no obvious reason for a drop in 
convective heat flux at this period during the combustion phase. On the contrary, 
the minimum estimate is probably too low, especially around the start of 
combustion, where at least some positive radiation heat flux would be expected. 
This is most likely caused by the aforementioned averaging procedure used to 
calculate the average temperature of the field of view for the camera, where a 
relatively large part of the image is consisting of the surrounding gases with a 
significantly lower temperature than the flame. Thus the true amount of 
radiation and convective heat flux is probably lying somewhere in between the 
maximum and minimum estimates.   
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Chapter 6: 3-D Heat Conduction 
Calculation using the Finite Volume 
Method  
Investigations of the one dimensionality assumption described in Chapter 4 have 
shown that it is not strictly justified in all cases when a thermocouple of slightly 
different material properties than the material properties of the wall [12]. Since the 
choice of materials, geometry etc. can differ from application to application, it is 
recommended that analysis of the perturbed temperature field at the location of 
the thermocouples should be carried out. For this purpose, two models were 
constructed and transient simulations were performed using the computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) tool, STAR-CD from Adapco, version 4.12 (with patch 038). Even 
though the computational fluid dynamics software is originally developed primarily 
to solve the Navier-Stokes equation using different approaches and various 
transport equations for 3-D fluid flows, STAR-CD can also handle heat conduction 
problems in solids. In fact, it requires less computational power than employing a 
finite element method and also has the advantage that both solid structures and 
fluids can be part of the model if needed. Hence the models presented in this 
chapter could be further developed to include the gas flow and its interaction with 
the wall.  
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For further details on the finite volume method utilized by STAR-CD the reader is 
referred to the STAR-CD manual and [69]. 
 
Geometry and boundary conditions (model 1) 
The dimensions of the STC, was determined by the use of a microscope and an 
optical grid scale. The model sketch is shown in Figure 43. 
  
 
 
 
 
Figure 43: Sketch of the atomizer with the installed STC used for generating the 
mesh in STAR-CD. 
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The model only consists of half the cylinder as shown on the sketch, since there is a 
symmetry plane passing through the center of the two thermocouple legs. Thus 
computational time can be reduced by only simulating half of the cylinder.  The time 
varying STC data (for the 50% load case) was used to impose the boundary condition 
at the top. 40 cycles of the ensemble averaged STC temperature profile was put into 
a table file in STAR-CD, and these points were then used to set a fixed temperature 
for the top surface for every iteration. 
 A fixed wall temperature boundary condition was imposed at the bottom such that 
it matched the computed heat flux through the wall (presented in the previous 
chapter).  Symmetry plane boundary conditions were imposed at the remaining 
outer boundaries. The material properties used were based on the values presented 
in Appendix II. Star-CD has the ability to work with temperature dependent material 
properties but since the parameter variation study presented in the previous 
chapter showed a negligible impact of varying material properties it was decided to 
use constant values in this model as well. 
A polyhedral mesh consisting approximately 300,000 cells was then constructed, 
with improved refinement at the top of the STC. The mesh is shown in Figure 44. 
Grid independency was checked using two polyhedral meshes consisting of 50,000 
and 100,000 cells respectively. 
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Figure 44: Model mesh consisting of approximately 300,000 cells. 
 
A constant time step of 0.3 ms was used, and the temperature field was saved for 
every 30 ms (i.e. 20 times per engine cycle) starting at TDC. A monitor cell was 
chosen at the center of the location of the hot junction, such that the difference 
between the temperature of the monitor cell and the applied surface temperature 
could be calculated in the post processing. Thereby an estimate of the uncertainty in 
the measured surface temperature signal can be deduced.  
Results (model 1) 
The temperature maps at 12 different CA positions ranging from TDC to 198 CA are 
shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46. The temperature maps clearly show that the 
temperature field is perturbed in the vicinity of the STC due to the difference in 
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material properties. The degree of perturbation is highest at the periods in the cycle 
where the change in surface temperature is highest. However, even though the 
difference between the interior of the STC and the bulk of the atomizer close to the 
outer boundaries seems large, the temperature of the hot junction is within 0.4 K of 
the imposed temperature boundary condition a the top. Thus the perturbation 
effect induced by the presence of the STC is introducing an uncertainty in the 
measured signal at a maximum magnitude of 0.4 K, which is highest at the periods in 
the cycle where the surface temperature gradients are highest.      
 
Figure 45: Temperature maps of the STC and atomizer at the symmetry plane 
cross-section at four different CA. The color bar to the right is showing the 
temperature in K. 
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Figure 46: Temperature maps of the STC and atomizer at the symmetry plane 
cross-section at eight different CA. The color bar to the right is showing the 
temperature in K. 
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Geometry and boundary conditions (model 2) 
To investigate the degree of perturbation at the location of the bulk thermocouple, 
a model was constructed based on the mesh presented in the previous section to 
save time. The physical scaling of the mesh was done by setting the scaling factor in 
STAR-CD to match the new dimensions. The outer dimension was changed from 3 
mm to 19 mm (a scaling factor of around 6). The boundary condition at the bottom 
was changed accordingly to match the heat flux. 
 
Results (model 2) 
Two simulations were performed. One simulation where the thermocouples were 
present and one simulation without thermocouples (constant material properties 
throughout the whole domain). Thus, by subtracting these two solutions from each 
other, the degree of perturbation is envisaged. The result is shown in Figure 47 at 
around the start of combustion, where the perturbation is at its maximum value. 
The outer boundaries of the two thermocouples are marked by the red dashed lines.  
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Figure 47: Subtracted temperature fields in the interior of the atomizer dummy. 
The red dashed lines show the location of the two thermocouples. The grayscale is 
in K. 
 
The maximum value of the temperature perturbation can be seen on the grayscale 
next to the simulation result. The temperature perturbation is highest at the 
location of the BTC hot junction with a value around 0.5 K. At the location of the STC 
hot junction the temperature perturbation is around 0.2 K. A comparison with these 
values to the estimated total measurement uncertainty of a class one K-type 
thermocouple of around (+/-) 2.3 K shows that they are significant contributions 
although not the major source. To ensure that cyclic steady state was reached, the 
temperature difference between the peak temperatures of two consecutive cycles 
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were calculated for a monitor cell located in the bulk of the wall close to the top of 
the domain. The result is shown in Figure 48, which shows cyclic steady state after 
around 30 cycles. Thus the 40 cycles used for the simulation is sufficient. 
 
Figure 48: Temperature difference between the peak temperatures of two 
consecutive cycles. The graph shows how periodic steady state is reached in the 
numerical model after approximately 30 cycles. 
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Chapter 7: Suggestions for future work 
In this chapter some recommendations for future work are presented: 
 Since only a limited range of engine load conditions was studied in the 
surface temperature and heat flux measurements, it would be natural to 
extend this range to lower and higher load scenarios including motoring. 
 Improvements in the installation technique used for mounting the surface 
temperature thermocouple would be necessary to completely avoid the 
thermocouple from breaking loose due to the elevated pressures in the 
engine cylinder. This is especially important at high load conditions where 
the peak pressure is usually around 200 bar. A possible design modification 
of the thermocouple that could overcome this problem is to make the outer 
sleeve of the thermocouple slightly conical in shape instead of the present 
cylindrical shape. Another solution could be to have some kind of mechanical 
mount on the backside of the thermocouple (the location where it enters the 
engine from the outside) that can prevent the thermocouple from leaving its 
position. Three possible thermocouple mounts are sketched in Figure 49, 
encompassing a cylindrical, conical and threaded mounting type.   
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 Due to the complexity and high degree of variation in instantaneous heat 
transfer and temperature from one location to another at the surface of the 
cylinder head, liner, piston crown etc., it would be highly recommended to 
install thermocouples at multiple locations. In this way, detailed information  
on local instantaneous temperatures and heat fluxes could be captured 
simultaneously which would be of great value for computer simulation 
purposes, validation and for general assessment of thermal loading of engine 
components and the total heat loss from the engine.  
 As discussed in Chapter 5, the radiation heat flux, during the period of 
combustion, may contribute significantly to the total amount of surface heat 
flux. Thus, accurate measurements of the radiation heat flux would be very 
useful in extracting the convective heat transfer contribution from the total 
surface heat flux obtained by the method described in this study. One 
possibility is to mount an optical fiber in the atomizer dummy with the 
center axis aligned orthogonally to the surface and measure the thermal 
Figure 49: Different ways to mount the surface temperature thermocouple. 
Right: Cylindrical shape (the mounting type used in this work). Middle: 
Threaded thermocouple jacket with a nut welded on the backside to fix the 
thermocouple position. Left: Conical shape.  
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radiation guided through the fiber by using a Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectrometer (FTIR). Since only the total amount of radiation per sampling 
time interval is needed, the spectral resolution of the FTIR measurements 
can be made sufficiently low such that the sampling time can be decreased 
to level where it match the temporal resolution of the thermocouple 
measurements. An alternative to this method is simply using a thermocouple 
similar to the one used in this study where an optical window is placed in 
front of the thermocouple. The material of the window should be chosen so 
that it does not block too much of the energy containing radiation in the 
infrared and visible range (Sapphire crystal might be a reasonable choice). 
Furthermore the thickness of the window should be sufficiently large to 
withstand the huge pressures and to eliminate the transient temperature 
fluctuations at the location of the thermocouple hot junction. Then, if the 
steady flux component is known (theoretically or experimentally) it can be 
subtracted and the remaining flux is due to radiation only. However, one has 
to make sure that the optical window (or the fiber) is not blocked optically by 
deposits building up on the surface over time. 
 Further studies of the composition, thermo physical properties and thickness 
(as a function of engine load) of the deposit layer at the combustion chamber 
wall would be necessary to quantify the absorbed and emitted radiation 
from the surface. Furthermore, this could lead to an estimation of the 
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deposit layer surface temperature (at the gas side) which plays a major role 
in both the chemical and physical interaction between the working fluid and 
the deposit surface. 
 Even though no drift was observed in the measured temperature signal 
during the course of the experiments, it is recommended that a post 
calibration of the thermocouples should be performed for a more rigorous 
confirmation of the stability of the thermocouples. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
The main focus of this study has been on the local varying temperatures and heat 
transfer at the in-cylinder surface in a large two-stroke diesel engine. One of the 
major tasks has been the development of a special surface thermocouple which was 
used for temperature measurements at the surface of one of the spray atomizers 
installed in the MAN Diesel & Turbo SE test engine in Copenhagen. Prior to these 
measurements a series of response time tests were carried out showing sufficiently 
low response time of around 0.1 ms. This response time makes it possible to resolve 
down to one tenth of a crank angle degree even at the highest engine speeds. In 
order to comply with the demands of high speed data acquisition, a custom made 
signal conditioner was built with a cut off frequency of 10 kHz. From the first engine 
test it was concluded that noise plays a large role when measuring the small voltage 
output signals from the thermocouples in such a noisy environment. By 
subsequently modifying the signal conditioner and wire extensions the noise was 
reduced significantly yielding a signal to noise ratio of around 250 which, by normal 
temperature measurement standards, is considered very good. 
The robustness of the surface temperature thermocouples was studied by several 
hours of continuous engine operation. However, since it was only possible to run 
two separate engine tests due to time limitations it is not clear exactly how robust 
the surface thermocouple is but at least one day of experiments is possible. The first 
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test showed a lift off of the protective gold layer coating resulting in an abrupt 
change in output signal probably due to damage of the hot junction and surrounding 
materials. In the second engine test the thermocouple was ejected out of the 
atomizer after one day of testing due to the large pressure and temperature rise in 
the engine.  
Local surface heat flux calculations were carried out based on the measured 
temperatures from the surface and below the surface. Two different mathematical 
models were used to compute the surface heat flux showing excellent agreement 
when comparing the results. Three different speed and load scenarios were studied, 
namely 25% (77 rpm), 30% (82.3 rpm) and 50% (97 rpm). 
The calculated values of both peak and mean surface heat flux was of the same 
order of magnitude as reported elsewhere in the literature but due dissimilarities in 
geometry and material properties etc. between the engines a direct comparison was 
not possible. 
The mean surface heat flux was found to vary only slightly as a function of load and 
speed showing a trend towards an increase in heat flux with an increase in load and 
speed. However, the peak surface heat flux had an unexpected trend which showed 
an increase in peak heat flux with a decrease in load and speed. This could be a 
result of the unsteady nature of the flow of the hot gases inside the cylinder creating 
local changes in heat transfer rates which are not representative for the general 
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heat transfer from gas to wall. In the meantime, estimates of the radiation heat 
transfer from the soot showed that it might contribute significantly to the overall 
heat transfer to the walls during combustion. If this is indeed the case the abrupt 
change in the surface temperature signal at the onset of combustion should occur at 
the same time independent of load. However, this was not the case and a likely 
explanation could be a change in the thickness of deposits at the surface of the 
thermocouple hot junction. This would also offer and explanation of the observed 
trend in peak surface heat flux which is lowered due to the dampening of the true 
surface temperature by the insulating layer of deposits. It should be stressed that 
this is still an unproven hypothesis which would require further studies of deposit 
layer thickness measurements as a function of load together with analysis of the 
composition of deposits to determine the relevant material properties like density 
and thermal conductivity. 
Finally, a 3D numerical study was carried out to show to which degree the 
thermocouples perturb the temperature field around the location of the hot 
junctions and thus limits the measurement accuracy. For this purpose a simulation 
was performed solving the unsteady heat conduction problem around the location 
of the thermocouples. The results showed that a measurement error contribution of 
max 0.5 K can be attributed to the presence of the thermocouples for the specific 
materials used in this study. Compared to the total measurement uncertainty of 
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around (+/-) 2.3 K of a class one K-thermocouple the contribution is significant but 
not dominating.  
All in all, the measurement method and equipment described in this study have 
proven it’s capability to give added insight in the heat transfer inside large bore 
diesel engines. It is the hope that future studies will benefit from this work and help 
to create the basis for a more detailed description of heat transfer in large bore two-
stroke diesel engines for ship propulsion by e.g. following some of the 
recommendations given in Chapter 7: Future Work. 
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Appendix I: Laplace transformation approach 
 
In the chapter 3 we saw how the unsteady one-dimensional heat conduction 
equation could be solved using a series of trigonometric functions. Another 
possibility of solving the equation analytically is by the application of Laplace 
transformation (see [70]). In this situation it is more convenient to work with a non-
dimensional form of eq. (0.6): 
       
  
 
        
   
                      (0.31) 
Where the dimensionless time and dimensionless distance is given by: 
  
  
  
            
 
 
 (0.32) 
Furthermore, the temperature is described by the difference of the steady and 
transient temperature: 
                 (0.33) 
Assuming a constant temperature    at the position     and a known initial 
temperature distribution, the boundary conditions are defined as: 
                                
 
(0.34) 
The mathematical derivation of the solution to eq. (0.31) using the Laplace 
transformation is quite long and complex and does not itself provide as much insight 
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to the physical aspects of the problem along the way. The derivation can be found in 
[70]. The instantaneous surface heat flux solution as a function of time          is: 
      
  
  
 
 
 
  
 
                     
    
 
       
   
   
       
  
 
      
(0.35) 
Where the first and second order temperature gradients are given by: 
      
           
  
             
                           
      
  (0.36) 
The summation constants are defined as: 
                                  
 
         
 
  (0.37) 
Notice that since the dimensionless time step    is proportional to     and       and 
           is proportional to  
 , the instantaneous surface heat flux is not dependent 
on  , as one could be led to believe due to the presence of   in the prefactor on the 
RHS of eq. (0.35). The most noticeable difference between eq. (0.35) and eq. (0.15) 
is the direct dependence of the first and second order derivatives of the 
temperature in eq. (0.35). It is evident that large fluctuations in the measured 
temperature values can have a huge impact on the solution, and thus reducing the 
noise is of utmost importance. A way to avoid this could be to ensemble average the 
data by superimposing a number of temperature traces from different engine cycles 
at the same operating conditions and dividing by the total number of cycles in the 
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ensemble. This method is effective to reduce random uncertainties like e.g. 50 Hz 
noise. The application of digital low-pass filters and notch filters to the measured 
data before further heat transfer analysis can also be considered a useful option.  
 
Comparison with exact analytical solution 
A good way to test how well the solution (eq. (0.35)) predicts the instantaneous 
surface heat flux is to compare it with a hypothetic scenario which has a known 
analytical exact solution. Consider a semi-infinite body with a surface temperature 
defined as: 
                     (0.38) 
Where f is the frequency,    is the average surface temperature and    the 
amplitude of the surface temperature oscillations. The exact analytical solution to 
eq. (0.14) with the surface temperature defined in eq. (0.38) is given by: 
     
  
     
  
 
                      (0.39) 
Choosing the following realistic values:        ,            
  
 
 and 
      
 
  
 (for Nichrome at 650 K, see [42]) the comparison of the exact solution 
eq. (0.39) and the solution obtained in the previous section (eq. (0.35)) is shown in 
fig. 4. 
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Figure 50: Comparison of the Laplace solution with the exact analytical solution. 
The special case shown in Figure 50 suggests that the solution method based on the 
Laplace transform is performing very well for the prediction of surface heat flux in 
an engine type application. Additional calculations were carried out, following the 
same comparative methodology, to investigate the frequency domain from 1 Hz to 3 
kHz. Of the 100 different discrete frequencies analyzed, no break down or significant 
deviations were found. The only peculiar thing that was observed was a slight 
deviation of the solution at the first couple of time steps (also reported in [70]). 
However, this deviation is very small and has no significant impact on the solution. 
For the case shown in fig. 1 the initial deviation was 0.022 
  
  
 corresponding to an 
error of less than 5% (even too small to see on the figure). After a short settling time 
of around 3  s the error is diminished to less than 0.1 %.  
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This special case of a sinusoidal temperature variation at the surface is of course not 
the situation in a real engine. However, it builds some confidence in the usefulness 
of the method since it was successfully applied to a case very similar in nature to the 
engine heat flux scenario.  
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Appendix II: Material Properties 
 
Linear and quadratic fits of thermal conductivities, specific heat capacities and 
thermal diffusivities have been computed for various materials: 
  Material Reference 
Nichrome [42] 
Chromel [43], [26] 
Alumel [43], [26] 
Inconel [42] 
Magnesium Oxide [71] 
Gold [42] 
Chromium [72] 
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Figure 51: Thermal conductivity for various materials. 
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Figure 53: Thermal conductivity for Cr. 
Figure 52: Thermal conductivity for Au. 
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Figure 54: Specific heat capacity for MgO. 
Figure 55: Specific heat capacity for varoius materials. 
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Figure 56: Specific heat capacity for Cr. 
Figure 57: Specific heat capacity for Au. 
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Figure 58: Thermal diffusivity for MgO. 
 
Figure 59: Thermal diffusivity for various materials. 
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Figure 60: Thermal diffusivity for Cr. 
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Figure 61: Thermal diffusivity for Au. 
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Appendix III: Thermocouple drift 
Thermocouple drift is mainly caused by a change in material composition comprising 
the thermocouple, e.g. by oxidation [73]. In the figures below are shown the 
depletion of Chrome and the short range order transformation of Chromel which are 
some of the most limiting factors with regard to drift. Note that for short hours of 
operation the Seebeck coefficient is not changed appreciably in the temperature 
range of 400-900 K for the time spans considered. 
 
Figure 62: Cr depletion in a Chromel wire as a result of oxidation in air. (Data from 
[74]) 
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Figure 63: Short range order transformation in Chromel [75]. 
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Appendix IV: Paper I 
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Appendix V: Paper II 
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